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Abstract—This paper considers a Gaussian multiple-access
channel with random user activity where the total number
of users `n and the average number of active users kn may
grow with the blocklength n. For this channel, it studies the
maximum number of bits that can be transmitted reliably per
unit-energy as a function of `n and kn . When all users are
active with probability one, i.e., `n = kn , it is demonstrated
that, if kn is of an order strictly below n/ log n, then each user
can achieve the single-user capacity per unit-energy (log e)/N0
(where N0 /2 is the noise power) by using an orthogonal-access
scheme. In contrast, if kn is of an order strictly above n/ log n,
then the users cannot achieve any positive rate per unit-energy.
Consequently, there is a sharp transition between orders of
growth where interference-free communication is feasible and
orders of growth where reliable communication at a positive
rate per unit-energy is infeasible. It is further demonstrated
that orthogonal-access schemes in combination with orthogonal
codebooks, which achieve the capacity per unit-energy when the
number of users is bounded, can be strictly suboptimal.
When the user activity is random, i.e., when `n and kn are
different, it is demonstrated that, if kn log `n is sublinear in n,
then each user can achieve the single-user capacity per unitenergy (log e)/N0 . Conversely, if kn log `n is superlinear in n,
then the users cannot achieve any positive rate per unit-energy.
Consequently, there is again a sharp transition between orders
of growth where interference-free communication is feasible and
orders of growth where reliable communication at a positive
rate is infeasible that depends on the asymptotic behaviors of
both `n and kn . It is further demonstrated that orthogonalaccess schemes, which are optimal when all users are active with
probability one, can be strictly suboptimal in general.
Index Terms—Capacity per unit-energy, many-access channel,
multiple access, random access.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HEN et al. [1] introduced the many-access channel
(MnAC) as a multiple-access channel (MAC) where the
number of users grows with the blocklength and each user is
active with a given probability. This model is motivated by
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systems consisting of a single receiver and many transmitters,
the number of which is comparable or even larger than the
blocklength. This situation may occur, e.g., in a machineto-machine communication scenario with many thousands of
devices in a given cell that are active only sporadically. In [1],
Chen et al. considered a Gaussian MnAC with `n users, each
of which is active with probability αn , and determined the
number of messages Mn each user can transmit reliably with
a codebook of average power not exceeding P . Since then,
MnACs have been studied in various papers under different
settings.
An example of a MAC is the uplink connection in a cellular
network. Current cellular networks follow a grant-based access
protocols, i.e., an active device has to obtain permission from
the base station to transmit data. In MnACs, this will lead to a
large signalling overhead. Grant-free access protocols, where
active devices can access the network without a permission,
were proposed to overcome this [2]. The synchronization issues
arising in such scenarios have been studied by Shahi et al. [3].
In some of the MnACs, such as sensor networks, detecting
the identity of the device that sends a particular message
may not be important. This scenario was studied under the
name of unsourced massive access by Polyanskiy [4], who
further introduced the notion of per-user probability of error.
Specifically, [4] analyzed the minimum energy-per-bit required
to reliably transmit a message over an unsourced Gaussian
MnAC where the number of active users grows linearly in the
blocklength and each user’s payload is fixed. Low-complexity
schemes for this setting were studied in many works [5]–[9].
Generalizations to quasi-static fading MnACs can be found
in [10]–[12]. Zadik et al. [13] presented improved bounds on
the tradeoff between user density and energy-per-bit for the
many-access channel introduced in [4].
Related to energy per-bit is the capacity per unit-energy Ċ,
which is defined as the largest number of bits per unit-energy
that can be transmitted reliably over a channel. Verdú [14]
showed that Ċ can be obtained from the capacity-cost function
C(P ), defined as the largest number of bits per channel use
that can be transmitted reliably with average power per symbol
not exceeding P , as
C(P )
.
P
P >0

Ċ = sup

For the Gaussian channel with noise power N0 /2, this is
e
equal to log
N0 . Verdú further showed that the capacity per unitenergy can be achieved by a codebook that is orthogonal in
the sense that the nonzero components of different codewords
do not overlap. Such a codebook corresponds to pulse position
modulation (PPM) either in time or frequency domain. In
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general, we shall say that a codebook is orthogonal if the inner
product between different codewords is zero. The two-user
Gaussian multiple access channel (MAC) was also studied
in [14], and it was demonstrated that both users can achieve
the single-user capacity per unit-energy by timesharing the
channel between the users, i.e., while one user transmits the
other user remains silent. This is an orthogonal-access scheme
in the sense that the inner product between codewords of
different users is zero.1 To summarize, in a two-user Gaussian
e
MAC, both users can achieve the rate per unit-energy log
N0
by combining an orthogonal-access scheme with orthogonal
codebooks. This result can be directly generalized to any finite
number of users.
The picture changes when the number of users grows without
bound with the blocklength n. In this paper, we consider a
setting where the total number of users `n may grow as an
arbitrary function of the blocklength and the probability αn
that a user is active may be a function of the blocklength, too.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

energy is zero (Theorem 3). Comparing with the results in
Theorem 1, we observe that relaxing the error probability
from JPE to APE shifts the transition threshold separating
the two regimes of interference-free communication and
no reliable communication from n/ log n to n.
4) We consider MnACs with random user activity. As before,
we consider a setting where the total number of users
`n may grow as an arbitrary function of the blocklength.
Furthermore, the probability αn that a user is active may
be a function of the blocklength, too. Let kn = αn `n
denote the average number of active users. We demonstrate
in Theorem 7 that, if kn log `n is sublinear in n, then
each user can achieve the single-user capacity per unitenergy. Conversely, if kn log `n is superlinear in n, then
the capacity per unit-energy is zero. We also demonstrate
that, if kn log `n is linear in n, then the capacity per
e
unit-energy is strictly between zero and log
N0 .
5) We show in Theorem 8 that orthogonal-access schemes,
which are optimal when αn = 1, are strictly suboptimal
when αn → 0. In Theorem 9, we then characterize the
behavior of the random MnAC under APE.
6) We conclude the paper with a comparison of the setting
considered in this paper and the setting proposed by
Polyanskiy in [4]. Since an important aspect of the
Polyanskiy setting is that the probability of error does
not vanish as the blocklength tends to infinity, we briefly
discuss the behavior of the -capacity per unit-energy,
i.e., the largest rate per unit-energy for which the error
probability does not exceed a given . For the case where
the users are active with probability one, we show that, for
JPE and an unbounded number of users, the -capacity
per unit energy coincides with Ċ. In other words, the
strong converse holds in this case. In contrast, for APE,
the -capacity per unit-energy can be strictly larger than
Ċ, so the strong converse does not hold.

1) We consider the capacity per unit-energy of the Gaussian
MnAC as a function of the order of growth of users when
all users are active with probability one. In Theorem 1,
we show that, if the order of growth is above n/ log n,
then the capacity per unit-energy is zero, and if the order
of growth is below n/ log n, then each user can achieve
e
the singe-user capacity per unit-energy log
N0 . Thus, there
is a sharp transition between orders of growth where
interference-free communication is feasible and orders
of growth where reliable communication at a positive
rate is infeasible. We further show that, if the order of
growth is proportional to n/ log n, then the capacity per
e
unit-energy is strictly between zero and log
N0 . Finally, we
show that the capacity per unit-energy can be achieved
by an orthogonal-access scheme.
2) Since an orthogonal-access scheme in combination with
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
orthogonal codebooks is optimal in achieving the capacity
per unit-energy for a finite number of users, we study the introduces the system model and the different notions of
performance of such a scheme for an unbounded number probability of error. Section III presents our results for the case
of users. In particular, we characterize in Theorem 2 the where all users are active with probability one (“non-random
largest rate per unit-energy that can be achieved with an MnAC"). Section IV presents our results for the case where the
orthogonal-access scheme and orthogonal codebooks. Our user activity is random (“random MnAC"). Section V briefly
characterization shows that this scheme is only optimal if compares our results with those obtained in [4] under nonthe number of users grows more slowly than any positive vanishing probability of error. Section VI concludes the paper
with a summary and discussion of our results.
power of n.
3) We analyze the behavior of the capacity per unit-energy of
the Gaussian MnAC as a function of the order of growth
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND P RELIMINARIES
of the number of users for the per-user probability of
error which, in this paper, we shall refer to as average A. Model and Definitions
probability of error (APE). In contrast, we refer to the
Consider a network with ` users that, if they are active, wish
classical probability of error as joint probability of error
to transmit their messages Wi , i = 1, . . . , ` to one common
(JPE). We demonstrate that, if the growth is sublinear, then
receiver, see Fig. 1. The messages are assumed to be indee
each user can achieve the capacity per unit-energy log
(i)
(i)
N0
of the single-user Gaussian channel. Conversely, if the pendent and uniformly distributed on Mn , {1, . . . , Mn }.
growth is linear or superlinear, then the capacity per unit- To transmit their messages, the users send a codeword of
n symbols over the channel, where n is referred to as the
blocklength. We consider a many-access scenario where the
1 Note, however, that in an orthogonal-access scheme the codebooks are
number of users ` may grow with n, hence, we denote it as
not required to be orthogonal. That is, codewords of different codebooks are
orthogonal to each other, but codewords of the same codebook need not be.
`n . We assume that a user is active with probability αn . We
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denote the average number of active users at blocklength n by
kn , i.e., kn = αn `n .
Let U n denote the set of active users at blocklength n,
defined as
U n , {i = 1, . . . , `n : user i is active}.
We consider a Gaussian channel model where the received
vector Y is given by
X
Y=
xi (Wi ) + Z.
(1)
i∈U n

to the all-zero codeword. The decoder then simply guesses the
(n)
transmitted message, and the error probability Pe is given
by the probability that the decoder’s guess Ŵi is different
from Wi . Mathematically, this can be described as follows. We
enhance the message set to
(i)

Mn , M(i)
n ∪ {0}
and define the distribution of the i-th user’s message as
(
1 − αn ,
w=0
Pr{Wi = w} =
(i)
αn
w ∈ {1, . . . , Mn }.
(i) ,

(4)

Mn

Here, xi (Wi ) is the length-n transmitted codeword from user
i for message Wi , and Z is a vector of n i.i.d. Gaussian
components Zj ∼ N (0, N0 /2) (where N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes
the Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 )
independent of Xi , xi (Wi ). The decoder produces an
estimate of the users that are active and estimates their
transmitted messages.
W1

W2

Wi

Encoder 1

X1

Encoder 2

X2

Z (Zj ∼ N (0, N0/2))

·
·
Encoder i

·
·
W`n

Xi

Y

{ Ûn, (Ŵi)i∈Ûn }

X`n

Encoder `n

Fig. 1. Many-access channel with `n users at blocklength n.

There are different ways to define the overall probability
of error. Let Ûn and Ŵi denote the decoder’s estimates of
the set of active users and the message transmitted by user
i, respectively. Further let DE denote the event that the set
of active users was detected erroneously, i.e., that Ûn 6= Un ,
and let ME denote the event that Ŵi 6= Wi for some i ∈ Un
(where we set Ŵi = 0 for every i ∈
/ Ûn ). One possibility to
measure the likelihood of these two events is via the probability
of error
Pe(n) = Pr(DE ∪ ME ).
(2)

We assume that the codebook is such that message 0 is mapped
to the all-zero codeword. Then, the channel model (1) can be
written as
Y=

`n
X

xi (Wi ) + Z.

i=1

 (·)  (·)
We next introduce the notion of an (n, Mn , En , ) code.
 (·)  (·)
Definition 1: For 0 ≤  ≤ 1, an (n, Mn , En , ) code
for the Gaussian MnAC consists of:
(i)
1) Encoding functions fi : {0, 1, . . . , Mn } → Rn ,
i = 1, . . . , `n which map user i’s message to the codeword
xi (Wi ), satisfying the energy constraint
n
X

x2ij (Wi ) ≤ En(i) ,

with probability one

(5)

j=1

where xij (Wi ) is the j-th symbol of the transmitted
codeword. We set xij (0) = 0, j = 1, . . . , n for all users
i = 1, . . . , `n .
(1)
2) Decoding function g : Rn → {0, 1, . . . , Mn } × . . . ×
(` )
{0, 1, . . . , Mn n } which maps the received vector Y to
the messages of all users and whose probability of error
(n)
Pe satisfies
Pe(n) , Pr{g(Y) 6= (W1 , . . . , W`n )} ≤ .

(6)
(n)

Note that the probability of error in (6) is equal to Pe
defined in (2). Indeed, the event g(Y) 6= (W1 , . . . , W`n ) occurs
if, and only if, there exists at least one index i = 1, . . . , `n
for which Ŵi 6= Wi . This in turn implies that either event
DE occurs (if Wi = 0) or event ME occurs (if Wi 6= 0).
Another possibility is to consider
Conversely, if the event DE ∪ ME occurs, then there exists
either some i ∈
/ U n for which Ŵi 6= 0 or some i ∈ U n for
(n)
Pmax
= max(Pr(DE ), Pr(ME )).
(3)
which Ŵi 6= Wi . Consequently, there exists at least one index
These probabilities are related through the inequality i = 1, . . . , `n for which Ŵi 6= Wi . It follows that the events
(n)
(n)
(n)
Pmax ≤ Pe ≤ 2Pmax . Indeed, the first inequality follows since g(Y) 6= (W1 , . . . , W`n ) and DE ∪ ME are equivalent.
We shall say that the codebook of user i is orthogonal
Pr(DE ∪ ME ) ≥ Pr(DE ) and Pr(ME ∪ ME ) ≥ Pr(ME ).
if
the inner product between xi (w) and xi (w0 ) is zero for
The second inequality follows because, by the union bound,
(i)
(n)
(n)
(n)
Pe ≤ Pr(DE ) + Pr(ME ) ≤ 2Pmax . So, in general, Pmax is every w 6= w0 , where w, w0 = 1, . . . , Mn . Similarly, we
(n)
more optimistic than Pe . However, if we wish the probability shall say that an access scheme is orthogonal if, for any two
0
of error to vanish as n → ∞, then the two definitions are users i and j, the inner product between xi (w) and xj (w )
(i)
(j)
(n)
(n)
equivalent since Pe vanishes if, and only if, Pmax vanishes. is zero for every w = 1, . . . , Mn and w0 = 1, . . . , Mn .
(·)
(·)
In this paper, we will mainly consider the more pessimistic An (n, {Mn }, {En }, ) code is said to be symmetric if
(n)
(i)
(i)
definition of probability of error Pe . For this definition, one Mn = Mn and En = En for all i = 1, . . . , `n . For
can model an inactive user by an active user that transmits compactness, we denote such a code by (n, Mn , En , ). In
message Wi = 0 and an encoder that maps the zero message this paper, we restrict ourselves to symmetric codes.
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Definition 2: For a symmetric code, the rate per unit-energy scheme with orthogonal codebooks. Finally, in Theorem 3, we
Ṙ is said to be -achievable if for every δ > 0 there exists present our results on the capacity per unit-energy for APE.
an n0 such that, if n ≥ n0 , then an (n, Mn , En , ) code can The proofs of Theorems 1–3 are given in Subsections III-B,
n
be found whose rate per unit-energy satisfies logEM
> Ṙ − δ. III-C, and III-D, respectively.
n
Furthermore, Ṙ is said to be achievable if it is -achievable for
all 0 <  < 1. The capacity per unit-energy Ċ is the supremum A. Main Results
of all achievable rates per unit-energy. The -capacity per
Theorem 1: The capacity per unit-energy of the Gaussian
unit-energy Ċ is the supremum of all -achievable rates per
non-random MnAC has the following behavior:
unit-energy.
e
1) If kn = o(n/ log n), then Ċ = log
Remark 1: In [14, Def. 2], a rate per unit-energy Ṙ is said to
N0 . Moreover, the
capacity per unit-energy can be achieved by an orthogonalbe -achievable if for every α > 0 there exists an E0 such that,
access scheme.
if E ≥ E0 , then an (n, M, E, ) code can be found whose rate
log M
2)
If kn = ω(n/ log n), then Ċ = 0.
per unit-energy satisfies E > Ṙ − α. Thus, in contrast to
e
3)
If
kn = Θ( logn n ), then 0 < Ċ < log
Definition 2, the energy E is required to be larger than some
N0 .
Proof: See Section III-B.
threshold, rather than the blocklength n. For the MnAC, where
Theorem 1 demonstrates that there is a sharp transition
the number of users grows with the blocklength, we believe
it is more natural to impose a threshold on n. Definition 2 between orders of growth of kn where each user can achieve
e
is also consistent with the definition of energy-per-bit in [4], the single-user capacity per unit-energy log
N0 , i.e., where users
[13]. Further note that, for the capacity per unit-energy, where can communicate as if free of interference, and orders of
a vanishing error probability is required, Definition 2 is in fact growth where no positive rate per unit-energy is feasible. The
(n)
equivalent to [14, Def. 2], since Pe → 0 only if En → ∞ transition threshold separating these two regimes is at the
order of growth n/ log n. The capacity per unit-energy can
(see Lemma 4 ahead).
Remark 2: Many works in the literature on many-access be achieved using an orthogonal-access scheme where each
channels, including [4], [5], [10]–[13], consider a per-user user is assigned an exclusive time slot. As we shall show in
Section IV, such an access scheme is wasteful in terms of
probability of error
resources and strictly suboptimal when users are active only
`n
1 X
(n)
Pe,A ,
Pr{Ŵi 6= Wi }
(7) sporadically. The theorem also demonstrates that, when the
`n i=1
order of growth of kn is exactly equal to n/ log n, the capacity
per unit-energy is strictly positive, but also strictly less than
rather than the probability of error in (6). In this paper, we log e
N0 .
shall refer to (6) as joint error probability (JPE) and to (7) as
As mentioned in the introduction, when the number of users
average error probability (APE). While we mainly consider
is finite, all users can achieve the single-user capacity per
the JPE, we also discuss the capacity per unit-energy for APE.
e
unit-energy log
(·)
(·)
N0 by an orthogonal-access scheme where each
To this end, we define an (n, {Mn }, {En }, ) code for APE
user uses an orthogonal codebook. In the following theorem,
with the same encoding and decoding functions described in
we show that this is not necessarily the case anymore when
Definition 1, but with the probability of error (6) replaced
the number of users grows with the blocklength.
with (7). The capacity per unit-energy and the -capacity per
Theorem 2: The largest rate per unit-energy Ċ⊥⊥ achievable
A
A
unit-energy for APE, denoted by Ċ and Ċ respectively, are
with an orthogonal-access scheme and orthogonal codebooks
then defined as in Definition 2.
has the following behavior:
e
1) If kn = o(nc ) for every c > 0, then Ċ⊥⊥ = log
N0 .
B. Order Notation
c
2) If kn = Θ (n ), then

Let {an } and {bn } be two sequences of nonnegative real
 log e
√1 c 2 ,
if 0 < c ≤ 1/2
numbers. We write an = O(bn ) if lim supn→∞ abnn < ∞.
N0 (1+
1−c )
Ċ
=
an
⊥⊥
Similarly, we write an = o(bn ) if limn→∞ bn = 0, and
 log e (1 − c),
if 1/2 < c < 1.
2N0
an = Ω(bn ) if lim inf abnn > 0. The notation an = Θ(bn )
n→∞
indicates that an = O(bn ) and an = Ω(bn ). Finally, we write
Proof: See Section III-C.
an = ω(bn ) if lim abnn = ∞.
n→∞
Theorem 2 shows that an orthogonal-access scheme in
combination with orthogonal codebooks is optimal only if
III. C APACITY PER U NIT-E NERGY OF N ON -R ANDOM
kn grows more slowly than any positive power of n. Part 2)
M ANY-ACCESS C HANNELS
of Theorem 2 gives the largest rate per unit-energy achievable
In this section, we study the Gaussian MnAC under the when the order of kn is a positive power of n.
assumption that all users are active, i.e., αn = 1 and
Remark 3: Observe that the behavior of Ċ⊥⊥ as a function
kn = `n . We present our results on the non-random MnACs in of c can be divided into two regimes: if 1/2 < c < 1, then
Subsection III-A. In particular, in Theorem 1, we characterize Ċ⊥⊥ decays linearly in c; if 0 < c ≤ 1/2, then the dependence
the capacity per unit-energy as a function of the order of kn . of Ċ⊥⊥ on c is nonlinear. This is a consequence of the behavior
Then, in Theorem 2, we give a characterization of the largest of the error exponent achievable with orthogonal codebooks.
rate per unit-energy achievable using an orthogonal-access More specifically, Theorem 2 follows from lower and upper
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bounds on the probability of error that become asymptotically
tight as E → ∞; see Lemma 6. The lower bound follows from
the sphere-packing bound [15]. The upper bound is obtained by
applying Gallager’s ρ-trick to improve upon the union bound
[16, Sec. 2.5], followed by an optimization over the parameter
e
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. When the rate per unit-energy is smaller than 14 log
N0 ,
the optimal value of ρ is 1, and the exponent of the upper
bound depends linearly on the rate per unit-energy. For rates per
e
unit-energy above 14 log
N0 , the optimal value of ρ depends on the
rate per unit-energy, which results in a nonlinear dependence
of the exponent on the rate per unit-energy. This behavior of
the error exponent as a function of the rate per unit-energy
translates to the two regimes of Ċ⊥⊥ observed in Theorem 2.
Next we discuss the behavior of the capacity per unit-energy
for APE. We show that, if the order of growth of kn is sublinear,
then each user can achieve the single-user capacity per unite
energy log
N0 . Conversely, if the growth of kn is linear or above,
then the capacity per unit-energy is zero. We have the following
theorem.
Theorem 3: The capacity per unit-energy Ċ A for APE has
the following behavior:
e
1) If kn = o(n), then Ċ A = log
N0 . Furthermore, the capacity
per unit-energy can be achieved by an orthogonal-access
scheme where each user uses an orthogonal codebook.
2) If kn = Ω(n), then Ċ A = 0.
Proof: See Section III-D.
Theorem 3 demonstrates that, under APE, the capacity per
unit-energy has a similar behavior as under JPE. Again, there
is a sharp transition between orders of growth of kn where
interference-free communication is possible and orders of
growth where no positive rate per unit-energy is feasible. The
main difference is that the transition threshold is shifted from
n/ log n to n. Such an improvement on the order of growth
is possible because, for the probability of error to vanish as
n → ∞, the energy En needs to satisfy different necessary
constraints under JPE and APE. Indeed, we show in the proof
of Theorem 1 that the JPE vanishes only if the energy En
scales logarithmically in the number of users (Lemma 5), and a
positive rate per unit-energy is feasible only if the total power
kn En /n is bounded in n. No sequence {En } can satisfy both
these conditions if kn = ω(n/ log n). In contrast, for the APE
to vanish asymptotically, the energy En does not need to grow
logarithmically in the number of users, it suffices that it tends
to infinity as n → ∞. We can then find sequences {En } that
tend to infinity and for which kn En /n is bounded if, and only
if, kn is sublinear in n. Also note that, for APE, an orthogonalaccess scheme with orthogonal codebooks is optimal for all
orders of kn , whereas for JPE it is only optimal if kn grows
more slowly than any positive power of n.
B. Proof of Theorem 1
We first give an outline of the proof of Theorem 1. To
prove Part 1), we use an orthogonal-access scheme where the
total number of channel uses is divided equally among all
users. Each user uses the same single-user code in the assigned
channel uses. The receiver decodes the message of each user
separately, which is possible because the access scheme is

orthogonal. We next express the overall probability of error
in terms of the number of users kn and the probability of
error achieved by the single-user code in an AWGN channel,
which we then show vanishes as n → ∞ if kn = o(n/ log n).
The proof of Part 2) hinges mainly on two facts. The first
one is that the probability of error vanishes only if the energy
En scales at least logarithmically in the number of users, i.e.,
En = Ω(log kn ).2 The second one is that we have Ṙ > 0 only
if the total power kn En /n is bounded as n → ∞, which is a
direct consequence of Fano’s inequality. If kn = ω(n/ log n),
then there is no sequence {En } that simultaneously satisfies
these two conditions. Part 3) follows by revisiting the proofs
of Parts 1) and 2) for the case where kn = Θ(n/ log n).
1) Proof of Part 1): The achievability uses an orthogonalaccess scheme where, in each time step, only one user transmits,
the other users remain silent. We first note that the probability
of correct decoding of any orthogonal-access scheme is given
by
Pc(n) =

kn
Y

(1 − Pe,i )

i=1

where Pe,i = Pr(Ŵi 6= Wi ) denotes the probability of error in
decoding user i’s message. In addition, if each user follows the
same coding scheme, then the probability of correct decoding
is given by
kn

Pc(n) = (1 − Pe,1 )

.

(8)

For a Gaussian point-to-point channel with blocklength N
and power constraint P , i.e., ENN ≤ P , there exists an encoding
and decoding scheme whose average probability of error is
upper-bounded by
ρ
P (E) ≤ MN
exp[−N E0 (ρ, P )], for every 0 < ρ ≤ 1 (9)

where


2P
ρ
E0 (ρ, P ) , ln 1 +
.
2
(1 + ρ)N0
This bound is due to Gallager and can be found in [18, Sec. 7.4].
Now let us consider an orthogonal-access scheme in which
each user gets n/kn channel uses and we timeshare between
users. Each user follows the coding scheme that achieves (9)
En
with power constraint Pn = n/k
. Note that this coding scheme
n
satisfies also the energy constraint (5). Then, we obtain the
following upper bound Pe,1 for a fixed rate per unit-energy
n
Ṙ = logEM
by substituting in (9) N by n/kn and P by
n
En
Pn = n/kn :


n
Pe,1 ≤ Mnρ exp − E0 (ρ, Pn )
kn



n ρ
2En kn /n
= exp ρ ln Mn −
ln 1 +
k 2
(1 + ρ)N0

 n

2En kn /n
ln(1 + (1+ρ)N0 )
Ṙ 
= exp −En ρ 
−
. (10)
2En kn /n
log e
2A

similar bound was presented in [17, p. 82] for the case where Mn = 2.
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Combining (10) with (8), we obtain that the probability of
correct decoding can be lower-bounded as
1 − Pe(n)

En = O(n/kn ).
"

≥

En → ∞. Together with (13), this in turn implies that Ṙ > 0
is only possible if kn En /n is bounded in n. Thus,

1 − exp −En ρ

ln(1 +

2En kn /n
(1+ρ)N0 )

2En kn /n

−

Ṙ
log e

!#!kn
.
(11)

We next choose En = cn ln n with cn , ln kn nln n . Since, by
assumption, kn = o(n/ log n), this implies that knnEn → 0 as
n → ∞. Consequently, the first term in the inner-most bracket
in (11) tends to 1/((1 + ρ)N0 ) as n → ∞. It follows that for
e
Ṙ < log
N0 , there exists a sufficiently large n0 , a 0 < ρ ≤ 1,
and a δ > 0 such that, for all n ≥ n0 , the right-hand side
k
(RHS) of (11) is lower-bounded by (1 − exp[−En ρδ]) n . Since
cn δρ → ∞ as n → ∞, we have
kn

1
k
(1 − exp[−En ρδ]) n ≥ 1 − 2
n

 n
1 log n
≥ 1− 2
n
1
"
n2 # n log
n
1
=
1− 2
(12)
n


for n ≥ n0 and sufficiently large n0 such that cn δρ ≥ 2 and
2
1
kn ≤ logn n . Noting that (1 − n12 )n → 1/e and n log
n → 0
as n → ∞, we obtain that the RHS of (12) tends to one as
n → ∞. This implies that, if kn = o(n/ log n), then any rate
e
per unit-energy Ṙ < log
N0 is achievable.
2) Proof of Part 2): Let W and Ŵ denote the vectors
(W1 , . . . , Wkn ) and (Ŵ1 , . . . , Ŵkn ), respectively. Then
kn log Mn = H(W)
= H(W|Ŵ) + I(W; Ŵ)
≤ 1 + Pe(n) kn log Mn + I(X; Y)
by Fano’s inequality and the data processing inequality. By following [19, Sec.15.3], it can be shown that
n En
I(X; Y) ≤ n2 log 1 + 2knN
. Consequently,
0


(n)
log Mn
1
Pe log Mn
n
2kn En
≤
+
+
log 1 +
.
En
kn En
En
2kn En
nN0
This implies that the rate per unit-energy Ṙ = (log Mn )/En
is upper-bounded by
Ṙ ≤

1
k n En

+

n
2kn En

log(1 +
(n)

1 − Pe

2kn En
nN0 )

.

(13)

We next show by contradiction that, if kn = ω(n/ log n),
(n)
then Pe → 0 as n → ∞ only if Ċ = 0. Thus, assume that
kn = ω(n/ log n) and that there exists a code with rate per
(n)
unit-energy Ṙ > 0 such that Pe → 0 as n → ∞. To prove
that there is a contradiction we need the following lemma.
(n)
Lemma 4: If Mn ≥ 2, then Pe → 0 only if En → ∞.
Proof: See Appendix I.
By the assumption Ṙ > 0, we have that Mn ≥ 2. Since
(n)
we further assumed that Pe → 0, Lemma 4 implies that

(14)

The next lemma presents another necessary condition on the
order of En which contradicts (14).
(n)
Lemma 5: If Ṙ > 0 and kn ≥ 5, then Pe → 0 only if
En = Ω(log kn ).
Proof: This lemma is a special case of Lemma 12 stated
in the proof of Theorem 7 in Section IV-B and proven in
Appendix IV.
We finish the proof by showing that, if kn = ω(n/ log n),
then there exists no sequence {En } of order Ω(log kn ) that
satisfies (14). Indeed, En = Ω(log kn ) and kn = ω(n/ log n)
imply that
En = Ω(log n)

(15)

because the order of En is lower-bounded by the order of
log n − log log n, and log n − log log n = Θ(log n). Furthermore, (14) and kn = ω(n/ log n) imply that
En = o(log n).

(16)

Since no sequence {En } can simultaneously satisfy (15)
and (16), this contradicts the assumption that there exists
a code with a positive rate per unit-energy such that the
probability of error vanishes as n tends to infinity. Consequently,
if kn = ω(n/ log n), then no positive rate per unit-energy is
achievable. This proves Part 2) of Theorem 1.
3) Proof of Part 3): To show that Ċ > 0, we use the
same orthogonal-access scheme as in the proof of Part 1) of
Theorem 1. Thus, each user is assigned n/kn channel uses,
and only one user transmits at a time. We further assume
that each user uses energy En = c log n, where c is some
positive constant to be determined later. By the assumption
kn = Θ(n/ log n), there exist n0 > 0 and 0 < a1 ≤ a2 such
that, for all n ≥ n0 , we have
n
n
a1
≤ kn ≤ a2
.
(17)
log n
log n
The probability of error in decoding the first user’s message is
then given by (10), namely,




n kn /n
ln 1 + 2E
Ṙ
(1+ρ)N0

Pe,1 ≤ exp −En ρ 
−
2En kn /n
log e

"
!#
2a2 c
ln 1 + (1+ρ)N
Ṙ
0
≤ exp −c log n ρ
−
(18)
2a2 c
log e
for every 0 < ρ ≤ 1, n ≥ n0 , where the last inequality follows
since kn En /n ≤ a2 c for n ≥ n0 .
We next set

2a2 c
log e ln 1 + (1+ρ)N0
Ṙ =
2
2a2 c
which is clearly positive for fixed a2 , c, and ρ. The upper
bound (18) then becomes
#
"
2a2 c
ρ ln 1 + (1+ρ)N0
Pe,1 ≤ exp − log n c
, n ≥ n0 . (19)
2
2a2 c
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For every fixed a2 and ρ, the term


2a2 c
2a2 c
ρ ln 1 + (1+ρ)N0
ρ ln 1 + (1+ρ)N0
c
=
2
2a2 c
2
2a2

2) For

1 log e
4 N0

e

is a continuous, monotonically increasing, function of c that
is independent of n and ranges from zero to infinity. We can
therefore find a c such that (19) simplifies to

≤ Ṙ ≤

− lnṘM

q

log e
N0 ,
log e
N0 −

≤ Pe,1 ≤ e

√

2
Ṙ

− lnṘM

0
+βE

q



log e
N0 −

√

2
Ṙ

.

(23)

0
In (22) and (23), βE and βE
are some functions of E that are
1
√
of
order
O(
).
Pe,1
n ≥ n0 .
E
Proof: The upper bounds in (22) and (23) are obtained by
The above scheme has a positive rate per unit-energy. It upper-bounding the probability of error using Gallager’s ρ-trick
remains to show that this rate per unit-energy is also achievable, to improve upon the union bound [16, Sec. 2.5], followed by
i.e., that the overall probability of correct decoding tends to a maximization over ρ. For 0 < Ṙ ≤ 1 log e , the optimal ρ
4 N0
e
log e
one as n → ∞. To this end, we use (8) to obtain that
is equal to 1; for 14 log
N0 ≤ Ṙ ≤ N0 , the optimal ρ is a
function of Ṙ. Hence, the upper bounds in (22) and (23) have
1 − Pe(n) = (1 − Pe,1 )kn
different dependencies on Ṙ. The lower bounds in (22) and (23)

a n/ log n
1 2
, n ≥ n0 .
(20) follow from the sphere-packing bound by Shannon, Gallager,
≥ 1−
n
and Berlekamp [15]. However, their approach to improve the
sphere-packing bound at low rates by writing codewords as
a2
Since (1 − n1 )n → 1/e and log
n → 0 as n → ∞, the RHS of
concatenations of subcodewords and lower-bounding the error
(20) tends to one as n → ∞, hence so does the probability of
exponent by the convex combination of the error exponents of
correct decoding.
these subcodewords does not directly apply to our setting where
e
We next show that Ċ < log
N0 . Lemma 5 implies that, if
log M/E is held fixed and E → ∞ (rather than log M/n is
(n)
kn = Θ(n/ log n), then Pe vanishes only if En = Ω(log n). held fixed and n → ∞). The reason is that, for some orthogonal
Furthermore, if En = ω(log n), then it follows from (13) codebooks, the energy of one of the subcodebooks is always
that Ċ = 0 since, in this case, kn En /n tends to infinity as zero, resulting in a trivial case where the Shannon-Gallagern → ∞. Without loss of generality, we can thus assume Berlekamp approach cannot improve upon the original spherethat En must satisfy En = Θ(log n). Thus, there exist packing bound. To sidestep this problem, we lower-bound the
n00 > 0 and 0 < l1 ≤ l2 such that, for all n ≥ n00 , we probability of error by first rotating the orthogonal codebook in
have l1 log n ≤ En ≤ l2 log n. Together with (17), this implies such a way that the energy of each subcodeword is proportional
that knnEn ≥ a1 ll for all n ≥ max(n0 , n00 ). The claim that to its blocklength, after which the Shannon-Gallager-Berlekamp
e
Ċ < log
approach can be applied. For a full proof of Lemma 6, see
N0 follows then directly from (13). Indeed, using that
log(1+x)
Appendix
II.
<
log
e
for
every
x
>
0,
we
obtain
that
x




Next, we define
2kn En
1
2a1 l1
n
log 1 +
≤
log 1 +



log e
2kn En
nN0
2a1 l1
N0
2N0 −Ṙ

e

,
if 0 < Ṙ ≤ 41 log
log e
N0
0
Ṙ √ 2

q
<
, n ≥ max(n0 , n0 ).
a,
(24)
log e
N0
Ṙ

N0 −

log e
1 log e
,
if 4 N0 ≤ Ṙ ≤ N0
(21)
Ṙ

1
≤ exp[− ln n] = ,
n

(n)

By (13), in the limit as Pe → 0 and En → ∞, the rate
per unit-energy is upper-bounded by (21). It thus follows that
e
Ċ < log
N0 , which concludes the proof of Part 3) of Theorem 1.

0
and let aE , a+max{βE , βE
}. Then, the bounds in Lemma 6
can be written as

1/M aE ≤ Pe,1 ≤ 1/M a .

(25)

C. Proof of Theorem 2
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following lemma,
which presents bounds on the probability of error achievable
over a Gaussian point-to-point channel with an orthogonal
codebook.
Lemma 6: The probability of error Pe,1 = Pr(Ŵ 6= W )
achievable over a Gaussian point-to-point channel with an
orthogonal codebook with M codewords and energy less than
or equal to E satisfies the following bounds:
1) For 0 < Ṙ ≤
e

− lnṘM



1 log e
4 N0 ,

log e
2N0 −Ṙ+βE

Next, let us consider the case where the users apply an
orthogonal-access scheme together with orthogonal codebooks.
For such a scheme, the collection of codewords from all users
is orthogonal, hence there are at most n codewords of length
n. Since, with a symmetric code, each user transmits the
same number of messages, it follows that each user transmits
Mn = n/kn messages with codewords of energy less than or
equal to En . In this case, we obtain from (8) and (25) that




≤ Pe,1 ≤ e

− lnṘM



log e
2N0 −Ṙ


1−



.

(22)

kn
n

a kn

kn

≤ (1 − Pe,1 )


≤


1−

kn
n

aEn kn
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which, denoting an , aEn , can be written as
"
1−



kn
n

a ( knn

D. Proof of Theorem 3

# kn1+a
na
)a

(n)

1+an

kn

≤ (1 − Pe,1 )

"
≤


1−

kn
n

an ( knn )an # knnan

Since Theorem 2 only concerns a sublinear
we have

 a ( knn )a
kn
lim 1 −
=
n→∞
n

. (26)
number of users,
1
.
e

1) Proof of Part 1): We first argue that Pe,A → 0 only
e
if En → ∞, and that in this case, Ċ A ≤ log
N0 . Indeed, let
Pe,i , Pr{Ŵi 6= Wi } denote the probability that message Wi
(n)
is decoded erroneously. We then have that Pe,A ≥ mini Pe,i .
Furthermore, Pe,i is lower-bounded by the error probability of
the Gaussian single-user channel, since a single-user channel
can be obtained from the MnAC if a genie informs the receiver
about the codewords transmitted by users j 6= i. By applying
the lower bound [20, Eq. (30)] on the error probability of the
Gaussian single-user channel, we thus obtain

(n)

Furthermore, if Pe → 0 then, by Lemma 4, En → ∞ as
n → ∞. In this case, an converges to the finite value a as
n → ∞, and we obtain

 an ( knn )an
kn
1
lim 1 −
= .
n→∞
n
e
(n)

So (26) implies that Pe

→ 0 as n → ∞ if

kn1+a
=0
n→∞ na
lim

and only if

(27)

(n)
Pe,A

r
≥Q

2En
N0

!
,

Mn ≥ 2

(30)

where Q denotes the tail distribution function of the standard
(n)
Gaussian distribution. Hence, Pe,A → 0 only if En → ∞. As
mentioned in Remark 1, when En tends to infinity as n → ∞,
the capacity per unit-energy Ċ A coincides with the capacity
per unit-energy defined in [14], which for the Gaussian singlee
user channel is given by log
N0 [14, Ex. 3]. Furthermore, if
(n)
Pe,A → 0 as n → ∞, then there exists at least one user i for
which Pe,i → 0 as n → ∞. By the above genie argument, this
user’s rate per unit-energy is upper-bounded by the capacity
per unit-energy of the Gaussian single-user channel. Since, for
the class of symmetric codes considered in this paper, each
user transmits at the same rate per unit-energy, we conclude
e
that Ċ A ≤ log
N0 .

kn1+an
= 0.
(28)
n→∞ nan
We next use these observations to prove Parts 1) and 2) of
e
Theorem 2. We begin with Part 1). Let Ṙ < log
N0 . In this case
we have a > 0, which implies that we can find a constant
η < a/(1+a) such that nη(1+a) /na → 0 as n → ∞. Since, by
e
assumption, kn = o(nc ) for every c > 0, it follows that there
We next show that any rate per unit-energy Ṙ < log
N0 is
exists an n0 such that, for all n ≥ n0 , we have kn ≤ nη(1+a) . achievable by an orthogonal-access scheme where each user
This implies that (27) is satisfied, from which Part 1) follows. uses an orthogonal codebook of blocklength n/kn . To transmit
We next prove Part 2) of Theorem 2. Indeed, if kn = Θ (nc ), message wi , user i sends in his assigned slot the codeword
0 < c < 1, then there exist 0 < l1 ≤ l2 and n0 such that, for x(wi ) = (x1 (wi ), . . . , xn/kn (wi )), which is given by
all n ≥ n0 , we have (l1 n)c ≤ kn ≤ (l2 n)c . Consequently,
(√
(l1 n)c(1+an )
kn1+an
(l2 n)c(1+an )
En , if j = wi
≤ an ≤
.
(29)
xj (wi ) =
a
a
n
n
n
n
n
0,
otherwise.
1+an
(n)
kn
If Pe → 0, then from (28) we have nan → 0. Thus, (29)
To show that the probability of error vanishes, we use the
implies that c(1+an )−an converges to a negative value. Since
c(1 + an ) − an tends to c(1 + a) − a as n → ∞, it follows following bound from Lemma 6:
(n)
that Pe → 0 only if c(1 + a) − a < 0, which is the same



ln Mn
log e

e
as a > c/(1 − c). Using similar arguments, it follows from
e− Ṙ 2N0 −Ṙ ,
if 0 < Ṙ ≤ 41 log
N0
(n)
(n)
q
2
√
(27) that if a > c/(1 − c), then Pe → 0. Hence, Pe → 0
Pe,i ≤
ln Mn
log e
Ṙ

N0 −
e
log e
e− Ṙ
if, and only if, a > c/(1 − c). It can be observed from (24)
, if 14 log
N0 ≤ Ṙ ≤ N0 .
that a is a monotonically decreasing function of Ṙ. So, for
(31)
kn = Θ (nc ) , 0 < c < 1, the capacity per unit-energy Ċ⊥⊥ is
given by
e
It follows from (31) that, if Ṙ < log
N0 and Mn → ∞ as
Ċ⊥⊥ = sup{Ṙ ≥ 0 : a(Ṙ) > c/(1 − c)}
n → ∞, then Pe,i , i = 1, . . . , kn tends to zero as n → ∞.
Since kn = o(n), it follows that Mn = n/kn tends to ∞, as
where we write a(Ṙ) to make it clear that a as defined in (24)
e
n → ∞. Thus, for any Ṙ < log
N0 , the probability of error Pe,i
is a function of Ṙ. This supremum can be computed as
(n)

vanishes. This implies that also Pe,A vanishes as n → ∞, thus

2

 log e
proving Part 1).
√1 c
,
if 0 < c ≤ 1/2
N0
1+ 1−c
Ċ⊥⊥ =
2) Proof of Part 2): Fano’s inequality yields that

 log e (1 − c),
if 1/2 < c < 1
2N0
lim

which proves Part 2) of Theorem 2.

log Mn ≤ 1 + Pe,i log Mn + I(Wi ; Ŵi ),

for i = 1, . . . , kn .
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Averaging over all i’s then gives
log Mn ≤ 1 +

1
kn

kn
X

Pe,i log Mn +

i=1

1
I(W; Ŵ)
kn

1
I(W; Y)
kn


n
2kn En
(n)
≤ 1 + Pe,A log Mn +
log 1 +
(32)
2kn
nN0
≤1+

(n)
Pe,A

log Mn +

where the first inequality follows because the messages
Wi , i = 1, . . . , kn are independent and because conditioning
reduces entropy, the second inequality follows from the
(n)
definition of Pe,A and the data processing inequality, and
the third inequality
 follows by upper-bounding I(W; Y) by
2kn En
n
log
1
+
.
2
nN0
Dividing both sides of (32) by En , and solving the inequality
for R˙A , we obtain the upper bound
R˙A ≤

1
En

+

n
2kn En

log(1 +
(n)

1 − Pe,A

2kn En
nN0 )

.

(33)

As argued at the beginning of the proof of Part 1), we have
(n)
Pe,A → 0 only if En → ∞. If kn = Ω(n), then this implies
that kn En /n → ∞ as n → ∞. It thus follows from (33) that,
if kn = Ω(n), then Ċ A = 0, which is Part 2) of Theorem 3.
IV. C APACITY PER U NIT-E NERGY OF R ANDOM
M ANY-ACCESS C HANNELS

2) If kn log `n = ω(n), then Ċ = 0.
e
3) If kn log `n = Θ(n), then 0 < Ċ < log
N0 .
Proof: See Section IV-B.
Theorem 7 demonstrates that there is a sharp transition
between orders of growth of kn and `n where interferencefree communication is feasible and orders of growth where
no positive rate per unit-energy is feasible. Recall that the
same behavior was observed for the non-random-access case
(αn = 1), where the transition threshold separating these two
regimes is at the order of growth n/ log n, as shown in
Theorem 1. For a general αn , this transition threshold depends
both on `n and kn . However, if lim inf n→∞ αn > 0, then
kn = Θ(`n ) and the order of growth of kn log `n coincides with
that of both kn log kn and `n log `n . It follows that, in this case,
the transition thresholds for both kn and `n are also at n/ log n,
since kn log kn = Θ(n) is equivalent to kn = Θ(n/ log n).
When αn → 0, the orders of growth of kn and `n
are different and the transition threshold for `n is in general larger than n/ log n. For√example, when `n = n and
αn = √1n , then kn log `n = n log n = o(n), so all users
can communicate without interference. Thus, random useractivity enables interference-free communication at an order
of growth above the limit n/ log n. Similarly, when αn → 0,
the transition threshold for kn may be smaller than n/ log n,
even though this is only the case if `n is superpolynomial
√
n
in n. For example, when `n = 2n and αn = 2n log
n , then
√

3/2

n
kn = lognn = o(n/ log n) and kn log `n = log
n = ω(n), so
no
positive
rate
per
unit-energy
is
feasible.
This
implies that
In this section, we consider the case where the users’
treating
a
random
MnAC
with
`
users
as
a
non-random
MnAC
n
activation probability can be strictly smaller than 1. In Subsecwith
k
users
may
be
overly-optimistic,
since
it
suggests
that
n
tion IV-A, we discuss the capacity per unit-energy of random
interference-free
communication
is
feasible
at
orders
of
growth
MnACs. In particular, we present our main result in Theorem 7,
which characterizes the capacity per unit-energy in terms of of kn where actually no positive rate per unit-energy is feasible.
In the proof of Part 1) of Theorem 1, we have shown
`n and kn . Then, in Theorem 8, we analyze the largest rate
that,
when kn = o(n/ log n) and αn = 1, an orthogonal-access
per unit-energy achievable using an orthogonal-access scheme.
scheme
achieves the capacity per unit-energy. It turns out that
Finally, in Theorem 9, we briefly discuss the behavior of the
this
is
not
necessarily the case anymore when αn → 0, as we
capacity per unit-energy of random MnAC for APE. The proofs
show
in
the
following theorem.
of Theorems 7–9 are presented in Subsections IV-B, IV-C, and
Theorem
8:
Assume that kn = Ω(1). The largest rate per
IV-D, respectively.
unit-energy Ċ⊥ achievable with an orthogonal-access scheme
satisfies the following:
A. Capacity per Unit-Energy of Random MnAC
e
1) If `n = o(n/ log n), then Ċ⊥ = log
N0 .
Before presenting our results, we first note that the case 2) If ` = ω(n/ log n), then Ċ = 0.
n
⊥
where kn vanishes as n → ∞ is uninteresting. Indeed, this 3) If ` = Θ( n ), then 0 < Ċ < log e .
n
⊥
log n
N0
case only happens if αn → 0. Then, the probability
that all
Proof: See Section IV-C.
1 k n
the users are inactive, given by (1 − αn ) αn
, tends to one
Observe that there is again a sharp transition between the
1
since (1 − αn ) αn → 1/e and kn → 0. Consequently, if each orders of growth of `n where interference-free communication
user employs a code with Mn = 2 and En = 0 for all n, and is feasible and orders of growth where no positive rate per
if the decoder always declares that all users are inactive, then unit-energy is feasible. In contrast to the optimal transmission
(n)
the probability of error Pe vanishes as n → ∞. This implies scheme, the transition threshold for the orthogonal-access
that Ċ = ∞. In the following, we avoid this trivial case and scheme is located at n/ log n, irrespective of the behavior
assume that `n and αn are such that kn = Ω(1). This implies of αn . Thus, by using an orthogonal-access scheme, we treat
that the inverse of αn is upper-bounded by the order of `n , the random MnAC as if it were a non-random MnAC. This
i.e., α1n = O(`n ). We have the following theorem.
also implies that there are orders of growth of `n and kn where
Theorem 7: Assume that kn = Ω(1). Then the capacity per non-orthogonal-access schemes are necessary to achieve the
unit-energy of the Gaussian random MnAC has the following capacity per unit-energy.
behavior:
Next we present our results on the behavior of capacity per
e
1) If kn log `n = o(n), then Ċ = log
.
unit-energy
for APE. To this end, we first note that, if αn → 0
N0
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as n → ∞, then Pr{Wi = 0} → 1 for all i = 1, . . . , `n . active users is greater than ξkn , then it declares an error.3 By
Consequently, if each user employs a code with Mn = 2 and the union bound, the total error probability of this scheme can
En = 0 for all n, and if the decoder always declares that all be upper-bounded by
users are inactive, then the APE vanishes as n → ∞. This
ξkn
X
implies that Ċ A = ∞. In the following, we avoid this trivial
P (D) +
Pr{Kn0 = kn0 }Pm (kn0 ) + Pr{Kn0 > ξkn }
case and assume that αn is bounded away from zero. For
0
kn =1
αn = 1 (“non-random-access case") and APE, we showed
0
in Theorem 3 that if the number of users grows sublinearly where Kn is a random variable describing the number of active
0
in n, then each user can achieve the single-user capacity per users, P (D) is the probability of a detection error, and Pm (kn )
unit-energy, and if the growth is linear or superlinear, then the is the probability of a decoding error given that the receiver
0
capacity per unit-energy is zero. Perhaps not surprisingly, the has correctly detected that there are kn active users. In the
0
same result holds in the random-access case since, when αn following, we show that P (D) and Pm (kn ) vanish as n → ∞
is bounded away from zero, kn is of the same order as `n . We for any fixed, positive integer ξ. Furthermore, by Markov’s
inequality, we have that Pr{Kn0 > ξkn } ≤ 1/ξ. Consequently,
have the following theorem.
Theorem 9: If lim inf n→∞ αn > 0, then Ċ A has the the total probability of error vanishes as we let first n → ∞
and then ξ → ∞.
following behavior:
To enable user detection at the receiver, each user sends in
e
1) If `n = o(n), then Ċ A = log
.
the
first n00 channel uses to its signature and in the remaining
N0
0
n = n − n00 channel uses its message. The signature uses
2) If `n = Ω(n), then Ċ A = 0.
energy En00 out of En , while the energy used for sending the
Proof: See Section IV-D.
message is given by En0 = En − En00 .
Let si denote the signature of user i and x̃i (wi ) denote
the codeword of length n0 for sending message wi , where
wi = 1, . . . , Mn . Then, the codeword xi (wi ) is given by the
B. Proof of Theorem 7
concatenation of si and x̃i (wi ), i.e.,
We first give an outline of the proof. The achievability
xi (wi ) = (si , x̃i (wi )).
scheme to show Part 1) is a non-orthogonal-access scheme
where the codewords of all users are of length n and the For a given arbitrary 0 < b < 1, we let
codebooks of different users may be different. In each codebook,
n00 = bn
(34)
the codewords consist of two parts: The first n00 symbols
are a signature part that is used to convey to the receiver
that the user is active. The remaining n − n00 symbols are
En00 = bEn , En = cn ln `n
(35)
used to send the message. The decoder follows a two-step
n
4
00
decoding process. First, it determines which users are active, with cn = ln( kn ln
`n ). Based on the first n received symbols,
then it decodes the messages of all users that are estimated the receiver detects which users are active. We need the
as active. For this decoding process, we analyze two types of following lemma to show that the detection error probability
errors: the detection error and the decoding error. We show vanishes as n → ∞.
that, if kn log `n is sublinear in n, then both the probability
Lemma 10: Assume that kn = Ω(1) and kn log `n = O(n),
of a detection error and the probability of a decoding error and let En = cn ln `n , where

( 
tend to zero as n → ∞. The proof of Part 2) follows along
n
ln
if kn log `n = o(n)
kn log `n ,
similar lines as that of Part 2) of Theorem 1. We first show
cn =
0
that the probability of error vanishes only if the energy En
c,
if kn log `n = Θ(n)
scales at least logarithmically in the total number of users,
0
0
i.e., En = Ω(log `n ). We then show that a positive rate per for some positive constant c that is independent of n. If c is
sufficiently
large,
then
there
exist
signatures
s
,
i
=
1,
.
.
.
,
`n
i
unit-energy is achievable only if the total power of the active
00
00
with
n
=
bn
channel
uses
and
energy
E
=
bE
such
that
n
n
users, given by kn En /n, is bounded as n → ∞. The proof of
Part 2) concludes by noting that, if kn log `n is superlinear in P (D) vanishes as n → ∞.
Proof: The proof of Lemma 10 follows along similar lines
n, then there is no En that can simultaneously satisfy these two
as
that
of [1, Th. 2]. However, there are some differences
conditions. Part 3) follows by revisiting the proofs of Parts 1)
in
the
settings
considered. Here, the goal is to achieve user
and 2) for the case where kn log `n = Θ(n).
3 The threshold ξk becomes inactive when α is bounded away from zero.
1) Proof of Part 1): We use an achievability scheme with a
n
n
decoding process consisting of two steps: First, the receiver Indeed, the number of estimated active users is a random variable taking
determines which users are active. It then fixes an arbitrary value in {0, . . . , `n }. When αn is bounded away from zero, `n = kn /αn is
bounded by ξkn for some positive integer ξ. Hence, in this case we can find
positive integer ξ, based on which it decides whether it will a threshold ξ such that the receiver will never have to declare an error.
4 In our scheme, a fraction of the total energy must be assigned to the
decode the messages of all active users, or whether it will
signature
part in order to ensure that the detection error probability vanishes
declare an error. Specifically, if the number of estimated active
as n → ∞. However, this incurs a loss in rate per unit-energy, so this fraction
users is less than or equal to ξkn , then the receiver decodes will be made arbitrarily small at the end of the proof. Alternatively, one could
the messages of all active users. If the number of estimated consider a sequence {bn } that satisfies bn → 0 and bn cn → ∞ as n → ∞.
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detection with minimum energy, whereas in [1] the goal is to
achieve user detection with the minimum number of channel
uses. Furthermore, the energy we assign to the signature part
is proportional to the total energy En , cf. (35), whereas in [1]
the energy assigned to the signature part is proportional to the
number of channel uses. These differences have the positive
effect that, in our proof, the condition [1, Eq. (19)], namely
that
lim `n e−δkn = 0
n→∞

for all δ > 0, is not necessary. For a full proof of Lemma 10,
see Appendix III.
We next use the following lemma to show that Pm (kn0 )
vanishes as n → ∞ uniformly in kn0 ∈ Kn , where
Kn , {1, . . . , ξkn }.
Pkn0
Lemma 11: Let Akn0 , k10
i=1 1(Ŵi 6= Wi ) and
n
0
Akn0 , {1/kn , . . . , 1}, where 1(·) denotes the indicator function. Then, for any arbitrary 0 < ρ ≤ 1, we have
Pr{Akn0 = a}
 2kn0  0 
0
1
kn
ak0 ρ
Mn n e−n E0,kn0 (a,ρ,n) ,
≤
0
µ
akn

a ∈ Akn0 (36)

where
E0,kn0 (a, ρ, n) ,



ρ
a2kn0 En0
ln 1 + 0
2
n (ρ + 1)N0

(37)

and
µ,

2

1(kvk ≤

En0 )

n
Y

q̃(vi )dv

(38)

i=1

is a normalizing constant. In (38), q̃(·) denotes the probability
density function of a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with
variance En0 /(2n0 ) and v = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vn0 ).
Proof: The upper bound in (36) without the factor
0
(1/µ)2kn can be obtained using random coding with i.i.d.
Gaussian inputs [21, Th. 2]. However, while i.i.d. Gaussian
codebooks satisfy the energy constraint on average (averaged
over all codewords), there may be some codewords in the
codebook that violate it. We therefore need to adapt the proof
of [21, Th. 2] as follows. Let
q̃(v) =

q̃(vi ).

i=1

For random codewords X̃i , i = 1, . . . , kn0 distributed according
to q̃(·), the probability Pr(Akn0 = a) can be upper-bounded
as [21, Th. 2]
 0 
kn
ak0 ρ
Pr(Akn0 = a) ≤
Mn n
0
akn
Z
× q̃(x̃akn0 +1 ) · · · q̃(x̃kn0 )G1+ρ dx̃akn0 +1 · · · dx̃kn0 dỹ (39)
where
Z
G=

By replacing q̃(·) in (39) by q(·), and upper-bounding q(·)
by (40), we obtain that
 (1+ρ)(akn0 )  kn0 −akn0  0 
1
1
kn
Pr{Akn0 = a} ≤
µ
µ
akn0
0
akn
ρ −n0 E0,k0 (a,ρ,n)

× Mn

e

n

q̃(x̃1 ) · · · q̃(x̃akn0 )
× p(ỹ | x̃1 , · · · , x̃kn0 )

1/1+ρ

dx̃1 · · · dx̃akn0 .

,

a ∈ Akn0 . (41)

From the definition of µ, we have that 0 < µ ≤ 1.
Since we further have ρ ≤ 1 and a ≤ 1, it follows that
0
0
0
(1/µ)(1+ρ)(akn ) ≤ (1/µ)akn +kn . Using this bound in (41), we
obtain (36).
2k0
We next show that (1/µ) n → 1 as n → ∞ uniformly in
kn0 ∈ Kn . Let H be a Gaussian vector distributed according
to q̃(·). Then, by the definition of µ, we have

µ = 1 − Pr kH1 k22 > En0
0

2
so (1/µ)2kn ≥ 1. Let us consider H0 , 2n
0 kH1 k2 , which has
En
0
a central chi-square distribution with n degrees of freedom.
Then,

Pr kH1 k22 > En0 = Pr(H0 > 2n0 ).

So, from the Chernoff bound we obtain that
E(etH0 )
eta
0
(1 − 2t)−n /2
=
eta
for every t > 0. By choosing a = 2n0 and t = 14 , this yields
 0
1 −n /2
Pr(H0 > a) ≤

Pr(H0 > 2n0 ) ≤

0

n
Y

Clearly, such codewords satisfy the energy constraint En0 with
probability one. Furthermore,
1
q(v) ≤ q̃(v).
(40)
µ

0

0

Z

Using the fact that the channel is memoryless, the RHS of (36)
0
without the factor (1/µ)2kn follows from (39). The case of
kn0 = 2 was analyzed in [21, Eq. (2.33)].
Now suppose that all codewords are generated according to
the distribution
1
q(v) = 1(kvk2 ≤ En0 )q̃(v).
µ

2

exp(n0 /2)
 0 
n
= exp − τ
2

where τ , (1 − ln 2) is strictly positive. Thus,
 2kn0
1
1≤
µ
 2ξkn
1
≤
µ

 0 −(2ξkn )
n
≤ 1 − exp − τ
, kn0 ∈ Kn .
2

(42)

By assumption, we have that kn = o(n) and n0 = Θ(n).
For any two non-negative sequences {an } and {bn } satisfying an → 0 and an bn → 0 as n → ∞, it holds that
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(1 − an )−bn → 1 as n → ∞, so the RHS of (42) tends to
one as n → ∞ uniformly in kn0 ∈ Kn . It follows that there
exists a positive constant n0 that is independent of kn0 and
satisfies
 2kn0
1
≤ 2, kn0 ∈ Kn , n ≥ n0 .
(43)
µ
The probability of error Pm (kn0 ) can be written as
X
Pr{Akn0 = a}.
Pm (kn0 ) =
a∈Ak0
n

in kn0 , since in this case the first two terms on the RHS of (46)
are independent of kn0 and the third term is increasing in kn0 .
Hence, we can further lower-bound
min fkn0 (a, ρ, n) ≥ fξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n), kn0 ∈ Kn , n ≥ n00 .

a∈Ak0

n

Next we show that, for our choice of En0 and Ṙ, we have
lim inf fξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n) > 0.

(44)
Let

n0 E0,ξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n)
En0
ρṘ
j(ρ) ,
(1 − b) log e
ξkn H2 (1/(ξkn ))
hn (1/(ξkn )) ,
En0

From Lemma 11 and (43), we obtain

in (ρ) ,

Pr{Akn0 = a}
 0 
0
kn
akn
ρ
M
≤2
exp[−n0 E0,kn0 (a, ρ, n)]
n
akn0


≤ 2 exp kn0 H2 (a) + aρkn0 log Mn − n0 E0,kn0 (a, ρ, n)


= 2 exp −En0 fkn0 (a, ρ, n) , n ≥ n0
(45)
n0 E0,kn0 (a, ρ, n)
fkn0 (a, ρ, n) ,
En0
aρkn0 log Mn
kn0 H2 (a)
−
−
.
En0
En0


fξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n) = j(ρ)
(46)

We next show that, for sufficiently large n, we have
Pr{Akn0 = a} ≤ 2 exp [−En0 fξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n)] ,
a ∈ Akn0 , kn0 ∈ Kn .

(47)

To this end, we lower-bound

1

n (ρ+1)N0

by using simple algebra. The lower bound implies that, for any
log e
fixed value of ρ and our choices of En0 and Ṙ = (1−b)
(1+ρ)N0 − δ
(for some arbitrary 0 < δ <

(1−b) log e
(1+ρ)N0 ),

min fkn0 (a, ρ, n) =

kn0

∈ Kn , n ≥

(52)


.

The term j(ρ) = ρṘ/(1 − b) log e is bounded away from zero
log e
for our choice of Ṙ and δ < (1−b)
(1+ρ)N0 . Furthermore, since
En0 /n0 → 0, we get
(1 − b) log e
in (ρ)
=
n→∞ j(ρ)
(1 + ρ)N0 Ṙ
lim

(53)

which is strictly larger than 1 for our choice of Ṙ. So, (49)
follows.
We conclude that there exist two positive constants γ and
n000 ≥ max(n0 , n00 ) that are independent of kn0 and satisfy
fkn0 (a, ρ, n) ≥ γ for a ∈ Akn0 , kn0 ∈ Kn , and n ≥ n000 .
Consequently, it follows from (45) that, for n ≥ n000 ,
0

a ∈ Akn0 , kn0 ∈ Kn .

(54)

Since |Akn0 | = kn0 , (44) and (54) yield that

Indeed, the RHS of (48) is independent of a and kn0 and tends
k E0
to ρδ as n → ∞, since nn0 n → 0 by our choice of En0 and
because kn = o(n/ log n). Thus, for sufficiently large n and
a given ρ, the function a 7→ fkn0 (a, ρ, n) is monotonically
increasing on Akn0 for every kn0 ∈ Kn . It follows that there
exists a positive constant n00 that is independent of kn0 and
satisfies
a∈Ak0

in (ρ)
hn (1/(ξkn ))
−1−
j(ρ)
j(ρ)

Pr{Akn0 = a} ≤ 2e−En γ ,

dfkn0 (a, ρ, n)
lim inf min min
> 0.
n→∞ k0 ∈K a∈A 0
da
n
kn
n

fkn0 (1/kn0 , ρ, n),

(51)

n ))
Note that hn (1/(ξk
vanishes as n → ∞ for our choice of
j(ρ)
0
En . Consequently,


in (ρ)
lim inf fξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n) = j(ρ) lim inf
−1 .
n→∞
n→∞ j(ρ)

#

1
Ṙ
−
0 E0
2kn
n
(1 + ρ)N0
(1 − b) log e
1 + n0 (ρ+1)N
0
"
#
1
1
Ṙ
≥ρ
(48)
−
2ξk E 0
(1 − b) log e
1 + 0 n n (1 + ρ)N0
≥ ρkn0

(50)

so that

where H2 (·) denotes the binary entropy function and

dfkn0 (a, ρ, n)
da "

(49)

n→∞

n00 .

n

It further follows from the definition of fkn0 (a, ρ, n) in (46)
that, for a = 1/kn0 and a given ρ, fkn0 (a, ρ, n0 ) is decreasing

0

Pm (kn0 ) ≤ kn0 2e−En γ ,

kn0 ∈ Kn , n ≥ n000 .

Further upper-bounding kn0 ≤ ξkn , this implies that
ξkn
X

0

Pr{Kn0 = kn0 }Pm (kn0 ) ≤ ξkn 2e−En γ ,

n ≥ n000 . (55)

0 =1
kn

Since En0 = (1 − b)cn ln `n and kn = O(`n ), it follows that
the RHS of (55) tends to 0 as n → ∞ for our choice of
log e
Ṙ = (1−b)
(1+ρ)N0 − δ. Using that ρ, δ, and b are arbitrary, we
e
thus obtain that any rate Ṙ < log
N0 is achievable. This proves
Part 1) of Theorem 7.
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2) Proof of Part 2): Let Ŵi denote the receiver’s estimate
of Wi , and denote by W and Ŵ the vectors (W1 , . . . , W`n )
and (Ŵ1 , . . . , Ŵ`n ), respectively. The messages W1 , . . . , W`n
are independent, so it follows from (4) that
H(W) = `n H(W1 ) = `n (H2 (αn ) + αn log Mn ) .

sufficiently large so that, by Lemma 10, the probability of a
detection error vanishes as n → ∞. We next show that there
exists an Ṙ > 0 such that the probability of a decoding error
also vanishes as n → ∞. To this end, we first argue that,
if kn log `n = Θ(n), then we can find an Ṙ > 0 such that
fkn0 (a, ρ, n) defined in (46) satisfies

Since H(W) = H(W|Y) + I(W; Y), we obtain
`n (H2 (αn ) + αn log Mn ) = H(W|Y) + I(W; Y).

To bound H(W), we use the upper bounds [1, Lemma 2]
H(W|Y) ≤ log 4

+ 4Pe(n) kn log Mn + kn + `n H2 (αn ) + log Mn

lim inf min min fkn0 (a, ρ, n) > 0.
n→∞ k0 ∈K a∈A 0
n
kn
n

(56)

(57)

In Part 1) of Theorem 7, we proved (60) by first showing that
there exists a positive constant n00 such that
min min fkn0 (a, ρ, n) ≥ fξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n),
Kn a∈Akn0

0 ∈
kn

and


n
2kn En
I(W; Y) ≤ log 1 +
.
2
nN0

(60)

n ≥ n00
(61)

(58)

Using (57) and (58) in (56), rearranging terms, and dividing
by kn En , yields



log 4
H2 (αn )  (n)
1 − 4Pe(n) (1 + 1/kn ) Ṙ ≤
+
4Pe − 1
kn En
αn En


2kn En
n
(n)
log 1 +
. (59)
+ 4Pe (1/En + 1/kn ) +
2kn En
nN0
We next show that, if kn log `n = ω(n), then the RHS of (59)
tends to a non-positive value. To this end, we need the following
lemma.
(n)
Lemma 12: If Ṙ > 0, `n ≥ 5, and kn = Ω(1), then Pe
vanishes as n → ∞ only if En = Ω(log `n ).
Proof: See Appendix IV.
Part 2) of Theorem 7 follows now by contradiction. Indeed,
(n)
let us assume that kn log `n = ω(n), Pe → 0, and Ṙ > 0.
The assumption kn log `n = ω(n) implies that `n → ∞ as
n → ∞. Then, Lemma 12 together with the assumption that
kn = Ω(1) implies that En → ∞ and kn En = ω(n). It follows
that the last term on the RHS of (59) tends to zero as n → ∞.
(n)
Since Pe tends to zero as n → ∞, it further follows by
the same argument that the first and third term on the RHS
n)
of (59) vanish as n → ∞. Finally, Hα2n(α
En is a sequence of
(n)
non-negative numbers and (4Pe − 1) → −1 as n → ∞, so
the second term converges to a non-positive value. Noting that,
(n)
by the assumption kn = Ω(1), the term (1 − 4Pe (1 + 1/kn ))
(n)
tends to one as Pe → 0, we thus obtain from (59) that Ṙ
tends to a non-positive value as n → ∞. This contradicts the
assumption Ṙ > 0, so Part 2) of Theorem 7 follows.
3) Proof of Part 3): To show that Ċ > 0 when
kn log `n = Θ(n), we use the same achievability scheme and
follow the same analysis as in the proof of Part 1) of Theorem 7.
That is, each user uses n00 = bn channel uses for sending a
signature and n0 = n−n00 channel uses for sending the message.
Furthermore, the decoding process consists of two steps. First,
the receiver determines which users are active. If the number
of estimated active users is less than or equal to ξkn (for some
arbitrary positive integer ξ), then the receiver decodes in a
second step the messages of all active users. If the number of
estimated active users is greater than ξkn , then the receiver
declares an error. We set En = c0 ln `n for some c0 > 0 chosen

and then
lim inf fξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n) > 0.
n→∞

(62)

We follow the same steps here, too. Since, by assumption,
kn En0 = kn (1 − b)c0 ln `n = Θ(n) for every fixed c0 > 0 and
n0 = Θ(n), there exist r1 > 0 and ñ0 > 0 such that
kn En0
≤ r1 ,
n0

n ≥ ñ0 .

It then follows from (48) that, for every
0 < Ṙ <

(1 − b) log e
(ρ + 1)N0 + 2ξr1

(63)

we have that
lim inf min min
n→∞ k0 ∈K a∈A 0
n
kn
n

dfkn0 (a, ρ, n)
> 0.
da

Thus, for sufficiently large n and a given ρ, the function
a 7→ fkn0 (a, ρ, n) is monotonically increasing on Akn0 for every
kn0 ∈ Kn . This gives (61).
To prove (62), we write


in (ρ)
hn (1/(ξkn ))
fξkn (1/(ξkn ), ρ, n) = j(ρ)
−1−
j(ρ)
j(ρ)
(64)
where in (ρ), j(ρ), and hn (1/(ξkn )) are defined in (50), (51),
and (52), respectively. We consider two cases:
Case 1—kn is unbounded: In this case, the assumption
kn log `n = Θ(n) implies that Θ(log `n ) = o(n). Since
En0 = Θ(log `n ) for every fixed c0 > 0, it follows that
En0 /n0 → 0. We thus get (53), namely
lim

n→∞

in (ρ)
(1 − b) log e
=
.
j(ρ)
Ṙ(ρ + 1)N0

If Ṙ satisfies (63), then this is strictly larger than 1. Furthermore,
n ))
if kn is unbounded, then we can make hn (1/(ξk
arbitrarily
j(ρ)
0
small by choosing c sufficiently large. Since j(ρ) is bounded
away from zero for every positive ρ and Ṙ, we then obtain
(62) from (64).
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Case
2—kn
is
bounded:
In
this
case,
Θ(log `n ) = Θ(kn log `n ) = Θ(n), so for every fixed
c0 > 0 we have En0 = Θ(n). It follows that we can find
r2 > 0 and ñ00 such that
2En0
≤ r2 ,
+ ρ)N0

n0 (1

n ≥ ñ00 .

If we choose
Ṙ <

ln(1 + r2 ) (1 − b) log e
r2
(ρ + 1)N0

(65)

in (ρ)
> 1.
j(ρ)

(66)

then
lim

n→∞

Furthermore, if kn is bounded, then hn (1/(ξkn )) vanishes as
n → ∞, since ξkn is bounded and En0 → ∞. Recalling that
j(ρ) is bounded away from zero for every positive ρ and Ṙ,
we then again obtain (62) from (64).
From (61) and (62), it follows that, for every positive Ṙ
satisfying both (63) and (65), there exist two positive constants
γ and n000 ≥ max(n0 , n00 , ñ00 ) (where n0 is as in (45)) that are
independent of kn0 and satisfy fkn0 (a, ρ, n) ≥ γ for a ∈ Akn0 ,
kn0 ∈ Kn , and n ≥ n000 . It follows from (45) that
ξkn
X

< log e for every x > 0, we thus obtain that the
e
RHS of (68) is strictly less than log
N0 for n ≥ n0 . Hence
log e
Ċ < N0 , which concludes the proof of Part 3) of Theorem 7.
C. Proof of Theorem 8
1) Proof of Part 1): To prove Part 1) of Theorem 8, we
present a scheme that is similar to the one used in the proof of
Part 1) of Theorem 1. Specifically, each user is assigned n/`n
channel uses, out of which the first one is used for sending a
pilot signal and the rest are used for sending the message. Out
of the available energy En , tEn (for some arbitrary 0 < t < 1
to be determined later) is used for the pilot signal and (1−t)En
is used for sending the message. Let x̃(w) denote the codeword
of length `nn − 1 for sending message w. Then, user i sends
in his assigned slot the codeword

p
tEn , x̃(wi ) .
x(wi ) =
The receiver first detects from the pilot signal whether user i is
active or not. If the user is estimated as active, then the receiver
decodes the user’s message. Let Pe,i = Pr{Ŵi 6= Wi } denote
the probability that user i’s message is decoded erroneously.
Since all users follow the same coding scheme, the probability
of correct decoding is given by
`n

Pc(n) = (1 − Pe,1 )

Pr{Kn0 = kn0 }Pm (kn0 )

0 =1
kn
0

≤ ξkn 2e−En γ



ln kn
= 2ξ exp −En0 γ −
,
En0

log(1+x)
x

n ≥ n000 .

(67)

The term
ln kn
ln kn
=
0
En
(1 − b)c0 ln `n
can be made arbitrarily small by choosing c0 sufficiently
large since ln kn ≤ ln `n . We thus have that lnEk0 n < γ for
n
sufficiently large c0 , in which case the RHS of (67) vanishes
as n → ∞. Since, by Markov’s inequality, we further have
that Pr{Kn0 > ξkn } ≤ 1/ξ, we conclude that the probability
of a decoding error vanishes as we let first n → ∞ and then
ξ → ∞. Consequently, if kn log `n = Θ(n), then Ċ > 0.
e
To prove that Ċ < log
N0 , we first note that the assumption
kn log `n = Θ(n) implies that `n → ∞ as n → ∞. Then,
(n)
Lemma 12 shows that Pe vanishes as n → ∞ only if
(n)
En = Ω(log `n ). This further implies that Pe → 0 only
if kn En = Ω(n). If kn En = ω(n), then it follows from the
proof of Part 2) of Theorem 7 that Ċ = 0. We can thus
assume without loss of optimality that kn En = Θ(n). In
this case, by following the arguments given in the proof of
Part 2) of Theorem 7, we obtain that the first and the third
term on the RHS of (59) vanish as n → ∞. Furthermore,
the second term tends to a non-positive value, and the factor
(n)
(1 − 4Pe (1 + 1/kn )) tends to one. It follows from (59) that


2kn En
n
Ṙ ≤ lim sup
log 1 +
.
(68)
nN0
n→∞ 2kn En
Since kn En = Θ(n), there exist n0 > 0 and l1 > 0 such
that, for n ≥ n0 , we have knnEn ≥ l1 . By noting that

.

(69)

By employing the transmission scheme that was used to
prove Theorem 1, we get an upper bound on the probability
of error Pe,1 as follows. Let Y1 denote the received vector of
length n/`n corresponding to user 1 in the orthogonal-access
scheme. From the pilot signal, which is the first symbol Y11
of Y1 , the receiver guesses whether user 1 is active
√ or not.
n
Specifically, the user is estimated as active if Y11 > tE
and
2
as inactive otherwise. If the user is declared as active, then
the receiver decodes the message from the rest of Y1 . Let
Pr(Ŵ1 6= w|W1 = w) denote the decoding error probability
when message w, w = 0, . . . , Mn was transmitted. Then, Pe,1
is given by
Pe,1 = (1 − αn )Pr(Ŵ1 6= 0|W1 = 0)
Mn
αn X
+
Pr(Ŵ1 6= w|W1 = w)
Mn w=1
≤ Pr(Ŵ1 6= 0|W1 = 0)
Mn
1 X
+
Pr(Ŵ1 6= w|W1 = w).
Mn w=1

(70)

√

n
If W1 = 0, then an error occurs if Y11 > tE
2 . So, we have
√

tEn
Pr(Ŵ1 6= 0|W1 = 0) = Q
.
(71)
2

If w = 1, . . . , Mn , then an error occurs either if the user is
declared as inactive or if the message is erroneously
decoded.
√
n
An active user is declared as inactive if Y11 < tE
2 . So, by
the union bound,
√

Mn
1 X
tEn
Pr(Ŵ1 6= w|W1 = w) ≤ Q
+ Pm (72)
Mn w=1
2
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where Pm is the probability that the decoder correctly declares
3) Proof of Part 3): To show that Ċ⊥ > 0 when
user 1 as active but erroneously decodes its message. It then `n = Θ(n/ log n), we use the same achievability scheme given
follows from (70) and (71) that
in the proof of Part 1) of Theorem 8. That is, each user
is assigned n/`n channel uses, out of which one is used
√

tEn
Pe,1 ≤ 2Q
+ Pm .
(73) for sending a pilot signal and the rest are used for sending
2
the message. Out of the available energy En , tEn (for some

arbitrary 0 < t < 1 to be determined later) is used for the
n
By choosing En = cn ln n with cn = ln ln n , we can upperpilot signal and (1 − t)En is used for sending the message.
bound Pm by following the steps that led to (12). Thus, for
c
We choose En = c0 log n, where c0 = 1−t
and c is chosen as
log e
every Ṙ < N0 , there exists a sufficiently large n0 and a
in the proof of Part 3) of Theorem 1. The probability of error
0 < t < 1 such that
in decoding user 1’s message is then upper-bounded by (73),
1
namely,
(74)
Pm ≤ 2 , n ≥ n0 .
√

n
tEn
Pe,1 ≤ 2Q
+ Pm
(79)
Furthermore, for the above choice of En , there exists a
2
0
sufficiently large n0 such that
where Pm denotes the probability that the decoder correctly
√

declares user 1 as active but makes an error in decoding its
tEn
1
0
(75) message.
2Q
≤ 2 , n ≥ n0 .
2
n
By the assumption `n = Θ(n/ log n), there exist n0 > 0
Using (74) and (75) in (73), we then obtain from (69) that
and 0 < a1 ≤ a2 such that, for n ≥ n0 , we have

`
a1 logn n ≤ `n ≤ a2 logn n . Since αn ≤ 1, it follows that
2 n
(n)
kn ≤ a2 logn n for n ≥ n0 . By following the proof of Part 3) of
Pc ≥ 1 − 2
n
Theorem 1, we then obtain that one can set
 n


2 log n
2a2 c
0
, n ≥ max(n0 , n0 )
≥ 1− 2
log e ln 1 + (1+ρ)N0
n
Ṙ = (1 − t)
2
2a2 c
which tends to one as n → ∞. This proves Part 1) of (for an arbitrary 0 < ρ ≤ 1) and find a c independent of n and
Theorem 8.
t such that
2) Proof of Part 2): Recall that we consider symmetric
1
(80)
Pm ≤ , n ≥ n0 .
codes, i.e., the pair (Mn , En ) is the same for all users. However,
n
each user may be assigned different numbers of channel uses.
0
Let ni denote the number of channel uses assigned to user i. Furthermore, 2 for En = c log n, the upper bound
1 −x /2
, x ≥ 0 yields that
For an orthogonal-access scheme, if `n = ω(n/ log n), then Q(x) ≤ 2 e
√




there exists at least one user, say i = 1, such that ni = o(log n).
t c
tEn
2Q
≤ exp − log n
.
Using that H(W1 |W1 6= 0) = log Mn , it follows from Fano’s
2
1−t8
inequality that
t c


For every fixed c, the term 1−t
8 is a continuous, monotonically
2En
n1
increasing function of t that is independent of n and ranges
log Mn ≤ 1 + Pe,1 log Mn +
log 1 +
.
2
n 1 N0
from zero to infinity. We can therefore find a 0 < t < 1 such
that
This implies that the rate per unit-energy Ṙ = (log Mn )/En
√

tEn
1
for user 1 is upper-bounded by
2Q
≤ .
2
n


n1
2En
1
En + 2En log 1 + n1 N0
Together with (79) and (80), this implies that
Ṙ ≤
.
(76)
1 − Pe,1
2
Pe,1 ≤ , n ≥ n0 .
(81)
n
(n)
Since `n = ω(n/ log n), it follows from Lemma 12 that Pe
The above scheme has a positive rate per unit-energy. It
goes to zero only if
remains to show that this rate per unit-energy is also achievable.
En = Ω(log n).
(77) To this end, we note that, for an orthogonal-access scheme, the
(n)
probability of correct decoding is given by Pc = (1−Pe,1 )`n .
Furthermore, (76) implies that Ṙ > 0 only if En = O(n1 ). It therefore follows from (81) that
Since n1 = o(log n), this further implies that

a n
2 2 log n
(n)
Pc ≥ 1 −
, n ≥ n0 .
(82)
En = o(log n).
(78)
n
n/2
2a2
No sequence {En } can satisfy both (78) and (77) simulta- Since 1 − n2
→ 1/e and log
n → 0 as n → ∞, the RHS
neously. We thus obtain that if `n = ω(n/ log n), then the of (82) tends to one as n → ∞. This implies that the probability
capacity per unit-energy is zero. This is Part 2) of Theorem 8. of correct decoding tends to one as n → ∞, hence the rate per
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unit-energy is indeed achievable. Thus, if `n = Θ(n/ log n), the proof of Part 1) of Theorem
 √ 8, the probability of a detection
tEn
then Ċ⊥ > 0.
error is then given by 2Q
. Since
2
log e
We next show that Ċ⊥ < N0 . To this end, we first note
log( `nn − 1)
that, if `n = Θ( logn n ), and if we employ an orthogonal-access
log Mn
E
=
=
n
scheme, then there exists at least one user, say i = 1, such that
Ṙ
Ṙ
n1 = O(log n). That is, there exist n0 > 0 and a > 0 such that,
and since `n is sublinear in n, En tends to infinity as n → ∞.
for all n ≥ n0 , we have ni ≤ a log n. Furthermore, Lemma 12
This implies that the detection error vanishes as n → ∞.
(n)
implies that, if `n = Θ(n/ log n), then Pe vanishes only if
e
Furthermore, if Ṙ < log
N0 , then the probability of erroneously
En = Ω(log n). If En = ω(log n), then it follows from (76)
decoding the message also vanishes for this code, which follows
that a positive Ṙ is achievable only if n1 = ω(log n), which
from the proof of Theorem 3. This proves Part 1) of Theorem 9.
contradicts the fact that n1 = O(log n). We can thus assume
2) Proof of Part 2): Fano’s inequality yields
without loss of optimality that En = Θ(log n), i.e., there exist
that
H(Ŵi |Wi )
≤
1 + Pe,i log Mn . Since
n00 > 0 and 0 < l1 ≤ l2 such that, for all n ≥ n00 , we
H(W
)
=
H
(α
)
+
α
log
M
, we have
i
2
n
n
n
have l1 log n ≤ En ≤ l2 log n. Consequently, Enn1 ≥ la1 for
e
H2 (αn ) + αn log Mn ≤ 1 + Pe,i log Mn + I(Wi ; Ŵi )
n ≥ max(n0 , n00 ). The claim that Ċ⊥ < log
N0 follows then
log(1+x)
directly from (76). Indeed, using that
< log e for for i = 1, . . . , ` . Averaging over all i’s then gives
x
n
every x > 0, we obtain that




H2 (αn ) + αn log Mn
n1
2En
a
2l1
`n
log 1 +
≤
log 1 +
1
1 X
2En
n 1 N0
2l1
aN0
Pe,i log Mn + I(W; Ŵ)
≤1+
`
`
log e
n
n
i=1
<
, n ≥ max(n0 , n00 ). (83)
N0
1
(n)
≤ 1 + Pe,A log Mn + I(W; Y)
`n
By (76), in the limit as Pe,1 → 0 and En → ∞, the rate


n
2kn En
per unit-energy is upper-bounded by (83). It follows that
(n)
≤ 1 + Pe,A log Mn +
log 1 +
. (84)
e
Ċ⊥ < log
2`n
nN0
N0 , which concludes the proof of Part 3) of Theorem 8.
D. Proof of Theorem 9
The proofs of Part 1) and Part 2) follow along the similar
lines as those of Part 1) and Part 2) of Theorem 3, respectively.
(n)
1) Proof of Part 1): We first argue that Pe,A → 0 only if
log e
A
En → ∞, and that in this case Ċ ≤ N0 . Indeed, we have
(n)

Pe,A ≥ min Pr{Ŵi 6= Wi }
i

≥ αn Pr(Ŵi 6= Wi |Wi 6= 0) for some i.
(n)

Since lim inf n→∞ αn > 0, this implies that Pe,A vanishes
only if Pr(Ŵi 6= Wi |Wi 6= 0) vanishes. We next note
that Pr(Ŵi 6= Wi |Wi 6= 0) is lower-bounded by the error
probability of the Gaussian single-user channel. By following
the arguments presented at the beginning of the proof of
(n)
Theorem 3, we obtain that Pe,A → 0 only if En → ∞, which
e
also implies that Ċ A ≤ log
N0 .
For the achievability in Part 1), we use an orthogonal-access
scheme where each user uses an orthogonal codebook of
blocklength n/`n . Out of these n/`n channel uses, the first
one is used for sending a pilot signal to convey that the user
is active, and the remaining channel uses are used to send the
message. Specifically, the codeword xi (j) sent by user i to
convey message j is given by
√

if k = 1
ptEn ,
xik (j) =
(1 − t)En , if k = j + 1


0,
otherwise
for some arbitrary 0 < t < 1. From the pilot signal, the receiver
first detects whether the user is active or√not by checking
n
whether the corresponding output exceeds tE
2 . As noted in

Here, the first inequality follows because the messages
Wi , i = 1, . . . , `n are independent and because conditioning
reduces entropy, the second inequality follows from the
(n)
definition of Pe,A and the data processing inequality, and the
third inequality follows from (58).
Dividing both sides of (84) by En , and rearranging terms,
yields the following upper-bound on the rate per unit-energy
ṘA :
1−H2 (αn )
n En
+ 2`nnEn log(1 + 2knN
)
En
0
˙
A
R ≤
.
(85)
(n)
αn − Pe,A
(n)

As noted before, Pe,A → 0 only if En → ∞. It follows that
1−H2 (αn )
vanishes as n → ∞. Furthermore, together with the
En
assumptions `n = Ω(n) and lim inf n→∞ αn > 0, En → ∞
implies that kn En /n = αn `n En /n tends to infinity as n → ∞.
This in turn implies that




n
2kn En
nαn
2kn En
log 1 +
=
log 1 +
2`n En
nN0
2kn En
nN0
vanishes as n → ∞. It thus follows from (85) that ṘA vanishes
as n → ∞, thereby proving Part 2) of Theorem 9.
V. C OMPARISON W ITH THE P OLYANSKIY S ETTING
OF M ANY-ACCESS C HANNELS
In this paper, we follow the setting of the MnAC introduced
by Chen et al. [1]. That is, we assume that each user has
a different codebook and require the probability of error to
vanish as n → ∞. By Lemma 4, the latter requirement can
only be satisfied if En → ∞ as n → ∞, which for a fixed
rate per unit-energy implies that Mn → ∞. In other words,
the payload of each user tends to infinity as n → ∞.
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In an attempt to introduce a notion of a random-access code
that is appealing to the different communities interested in the
multiple-access problem, Polyanskiy [4] proposed a different
setting, where

In order to explore this point further, we discuss in the rest
of this section how the largest achievable rate per unit-energy
changes if we allow for a non-vanishing error probability. For
the sake of simplicity, we shall assume throughout the section
that users are active with probability one, i.e., αn = 1.
1) all encoders use the same codebook;
We first argue that, when the number of users is bounded in n,
2) the decoding is up to permutations of messages;
then
a simple orthogonal-access scheme achieves an -capacity
3) the probability of error is not required to vanish as
per
unit-energy
that can even be larger than the single-user
n → ∞.
e
capacity per unit-energy log
N0 , irrespective of whether JPE or
He further introduced the per-user probability of error
APE is assumed. We shall do so by means of the following
example.
k
n

1 X
Example 1: Consider a k-user Gaussian MAC with norPr {Ŵi 6= Wi } ∪ {Wj = Wi for some j 6= i} . (86)
kn i=1
malized noise variance N0 /2 = 1 and where the number
of users is independent of n. Suppose that each user has
As argued in [4], the probability that two messages two messages to transmit using energy En = 1. Consider an
are equal is typically small, in which case the event orthogonal-access scheme where each user gets one channel
{Wj = Wi for some j 6= i} can be ignored and (86) is es- use and remains silent in the remaining channel uses. In this
sentially equivalent to the APE defined in (7).
channel use, the user transmits either +1 or −1 to convey its
The setting where all encoders use the same codebook and message. Since the access scheme is orthogonal, the receiver
decoding is up to permutations of messages is sometimes also can perform independent decoding for each user, which yields
referred to as unsourced multiple-access. Unsourced multiple- Pr(Ŵi 6= Wi ) = Q(1). Consequently, we can achieve the rate
access has two benefits: it may be more practical in scenarios per unit-energy log Mn = 1 at APE P (n) = Q(1) and at JPE
e,A
En
with a large number of users, and many popular schemes,
(n)
e
= log2 e ≈ 0.7213, we
Pe = 1 − (1 − Q(1))k . Since log
N
0
such as slotted ALOHA and coded slotted ALOHA, become
conclude that, if  ≥ Q(1) (for APE) or  ≥ 1 − (1 − Q(1))k
achievability bounds and can be compared against each other
(for JPE), then the -capacity per unit-energy exceeds the
and against information-theoretic benchmarks. By not requiring
single-user capacity per unit-energy.
the probability of error to vanish as n → ∞, it is not necessary
Remark 4: A crucial ingredient in the above scheme is that
to let Mn tend to infinity with the blocklength. So, in the
the
energy En is bounded in n. Indeed, it follows from [20,
above setting, the payload can be of fixed size, which may be
Th.
3] that, if En → ∞ as n → ∞, as required, e.g., in [14,
appealing from a practical perspective.
Def. 2] (See Remark 1), then the -capacity per unit-energy of
In [4], Polyanskiy presented a random-coding achievability
e
the Gaussian single-user channel is equal to log
N0 , irrespective
bound and used it as a benchmark for the performance of
of 0 <  < 1. For the Gaussian MnAC, the genie argument
practical schemes, including coded slotted ALOHA, treating
provided at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3 then
intereference as noise, and time-division multiple-access. He
demonstrates that the maximum rate per unit-energy that is
further studied the minimum energy-per-bit that can be achieved
e
-achievable with En → ∞ cannot exceed log
N0 .
by an (n, Mn , En , ) code for APE when each user has a
In the following two subsections, we discuss the -capacity
different codebook, the payload Mn and the probability of error
per unit-energy when the number of users kn tends to infinity
 are fixed, and the number of users grows linearly with the
as n tends to infinity. Specifically, in Subsection V-A we
blocklength, i.e., kn = µn for some 0 < µ  1. The bounds
demonstrate that, irrespective of the order of growth of kn ,
obtained in [4] and in the follow-up work [13] suggest that,
the -capacity per unit-energy for JPE is the same as Ċ, i.e.,
whenever µ is below some critical value, the minimum energythe strong converse holds in this case. In Subsection V-B,
per-bit is independent of µ. In other words, there exists a critical
we consider the case where kn = µn and show by means
density of users below which interference-free communication
of a simple example that, for some fixed payload Mn and
is feasible. This is consistent with the conclusions we drew
sufficiently small µ, the -capacity per unit-energy for APE is
from Theorems 1 and 7 for JPE, and from Theorems 3 and 9
indeed independent of µ, as suggested by the bounds in [4]
for APE. However, these theorems also demonstrate that there
and [13].
is an important difference: According to Theorems 1 and 3,
a linear growth of the number of users in n implies that the
capacity per unit-energy Ċ is zero, irrespective of the value A. Non-Vanishing JPE
of µ, and irrespective of whether JPE or APE is considered.
The following theorem characterizes the behavior of the
Since rate per unit-energy is the reciprocal of energy-per-bit,
-capacity
per unit-energy for JPE and an unbounded number
this implies that the minimum energy-per-bit is infinite. In
of
users.
contrast, the bounds presented in [4] and [13] show that the
Theorem 13: The -capacity per unit-energy Ċ of the nonminimum energy-per-bit for a fixed probability of error  is
random
MnAC with JPE has the following behavior:
finite or, equivalently, that the -capacity per unit-energy Ċ is
e
1) If kn = ω(1) and kn = o(n/ log n), then Ċ = log
strictly positive. Thus, the capacity per unit-energy is strictly
N0 for
every 0 <  < 1.
smaller than the -capacity per unit-energy. In other words, for
APE, the strong converse does not hold.
2) If kn = ω(n/ log n), then Ċ = 0 for every 0 <  < 1.
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where Q−1 denotes the inverse of the Q-function. Indeed, that
E ∗ (2, µ, ) ≥ (max{0, Q−1 ()})2 follows from (30). Furthermore, if µ ≤ 1, then we can assign each user one channel
256En /N0 + log 2
presented√in
Pe(n) ≥ 1 −
.
(87) use. Following the orthogonal-access scheme √
log kn
Example 1, but where each user transmits either + E or − E
(n)
−1) with energy E = (max{0, Q−1 ()})2 ,
This implies that Pe tends to one unless En = Ω(log kn ). (instead of +1 or(n)
Since, by the theorem’s assumption, we have kn = ω(1), we can achieve Pe,A ≤ . Thus, with energy (89) we can send
it follows that En → ∞ is necessary to achieve a JPE 2 messages at an APE not exceeding .
Observe that the RHS of (89) does not depend on µ and
strictly smaller than one. As argued in Remark 4 (see also
agrees
with the minimum energy-per-bit required to send
Remark 1), if En → ∞ as n → ∞, then the -capacity per
one
bit
over the Gaussian single-user channel with error
unit-energy of the Gaussian MnAC cannot exceed the singlelog e
probability
. Thus, when µ ≤ 1, we can send one bit free
user capacity per unit-energy N0 . Furthermore, by Theorem 3,
of
interference.
Further observe that (89) is finite for every
if kn = o(n/ log n), then any rate per unit-energy satisfying
log e
positive
.
Consequently,
the -capacity per unit-energy, which
Ṙ < N0 is achievable, hence it is also -achievable. We
is
given
by
the
reciprocal
of (89), is strictly positive. This is
thus conclude that, if kn = ω(1) and kn = o(n/ log n), then
log e
in
contrast
to
the
capacity
per
unit-energy which, by Part 2) of
Ċ = N0 for every 0 <  < 1.
Theorem
3,
is
zero.
Thus,
the
strong converse does not hold
To prove Part 2), we use the upper bound (13), namely
for APE when the number of users grows linearly in n.
2kn En
n
1
As mentioned in the previous subsection, to achieve a
kn En + 2kn En log(1 + nN0 )
.
(88)
Ṙ ≤
(n)
positive
rate per unit-energy, it is crucial that the energy En
1 − Pe
and payload log Mn are bounded in n. Indeed, for kn = µn,
(n)
By (87), Pe tends to one unless En = Ω(log kn ). For the RHS of (33) vanishes as En tends to infinity, in which
kn = ω(n/ log n), this implies that kn En /n → ∞ as n → ∞, case no positive rate per unit-energy is -achievable. Moreover,
so the RHS of (88) vanishes as n tends to infinity. We thus for kn = µn and a bounded En , (32) implies that the payload
conclude that, if kn = ω(n/ log n), then Ċ = 0 for every log Mn is bounded, too. We conclude that the arguably most
common assumptions in the literature on MnACs—linear
0 <  < 1.
Theorems 1 and 13 demonstrate that Ċ = Ċ for every growth of the number of users, a non-vanishing APE, and
0 <  < 1, provided that the number of users is unbounded in a fixed payload—are the only set of assumptions under which
n. Consequently, the strong converse holds for JPE. As argued a positive rate per unit-energy is achievable, unless we consider
in the proof of Theorem 13, this result hinges on the fact that sublinear growths of kn .
the probability of error can be strictly smaller than one only
if the energy tends to infinity as n → ∞. As explained in
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Remarks 1 and 4, in this case the capacity per unit-energy
e
In this work, we analyzed scaling laws of a Gaussian random
cannot exceed log
N0 . As we shall see in the next subsection,
MnAC
where the total number of users as well as the average
an APE strictly smaller than one can also be achieved at a
number
of active users may grow with the blocklength. In
positive rate per unit-energy if the energy is bounded in n.
particular,
we characterized the behavior of the capacity per
This allows for a positive -capacity per unit-energy for APE
unit-energy
as a function of the order of growth of the number
when kn grows linearly in n.
of users for two notions of probability of error: the classical JPE
and the APE proposed by Polyanskiy in [4]. For both cases, we
B. Non-Vanishing APE
demonstrated that there is a sharp transition between orders of
In this subsection, we focus on the case where kn = µn and growth where all users can achieve the single-user capacity per
show that, when the payload of each user is 1 bit and µ ≤ 1, the unit-energy and orders of growth where no positive rate per unit-capacity per unit-energy for APE is indeed independent of µ. energy is feasible. When all users are active with probability
This supports the conjecture in [13] that there exists a critical one, we showed that the transition threshold separating the two
density of users below which interference-free communication regimes is at the order of growth n/ log n for JPE, and at the
order of growth n for APE. While the qualitative behavior of
is feasible.
∗
Let E (M, µ, ) denote the minimum energy-per-bit required the capacity per unit-energy remains the same in both cases,
to send M messages at an APE not exceeding  when the there are some interesting differences between JPE and APE in
number of users is given by kn = µn. While it is difficult some other aspects. For example, we showed that an orthogonalto obtain the exact closed form expression of E ∗ (M, µ, ) for access scheme together with orthogonal codebooks is optimal
general M, µ and , upper and lower bounds on E ∗ (M, µ, ) for APE, but it is suboptimal for JPE. Furthermore, when the
were derived in [4], [13]. Furthermore, as we shall argue next, number of users is unbounded in n, the strong converse holds
if the payload of each user is 1 bit and µ ≤ 1, then E ∗ (M, µ, ) for JPE, but it does not hold for APE. For MnACs where
the number of users grows linearly in n and APE—the most
can be evaluated in closed form.
common assumptions in the literature—our results imply that a
For simplicity, assume that N0 /2 = 1. Then,
positive rate per unit-energy is infeasible if we require the APE
2
E ∗ (2, µ, ) = max{0, Q−1 ()} , 0 < µ ≤ 1
(89) to vanish asymptotically. In contrast, due to the absence of a
Proof: We first prove Part 1). It follows from (184) in the
proof of Lemma 12 that, for Mn ≥ 2 and kn ≥ 5,
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strong converse, a positive -rate per unit-energy is feasible.
A PPENDIX II
To this end, however, it is necessary that the energy En and
P ROOF OF L EMMA 6
the payload log Mn are bounded in n.
The upper bounds on the probability of error presented
For the case of random user activity and JPE, we character- in (22) and (23) are proved in Appendix II-A. The lower
ized the behavior of the capacity per unit-energy in terms of the bounds are proved in Appendix II-B.
total number of users `n and the average number of active users
kn . We showed that, if kn log `n is sublinear in n, then all users A. Upper bounds
can achieve the single-user capacity per unit-energy, and if
An upper bound on the probability of error for M orthogonal
kn log `n is superlinear in n, then the capacity per unit-energy
codewords
of maximum energy E can be found in [16,
is zero. Inter alia, this result recovers our characterization of
Sec.
2.5]:
the non-random-access case (αn = 1), since kn log kn = Θ(n)



E
ρ
is equivalent to kn = Θ(n/ log n). Our result further implies
Pe,1 ≤ (M − 1)ρ exp −
that the orders of growth of `n for which interference-free
N0 ρ + 1




communication is feasible are in general larger than n/ log n,
E
ρ
≤ exp −
+ ρ ln M .
(91)
and the orders of growth of kn for which interference-free
N0 ρ + 1
communication is feasible may be smaller than n/ log n. This
log M
suggests that treating a random MnAC with total number of for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. For the rate per unit-energy Ṙ = E , it
users `n and average number of users kn as a non-random follows from (91) that
MnAC with kn users may be overly-optimistic.
Pe,1 ≤ exp[−EE0 (ρ, Ṙ)], for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1
(92)
We finally showed that, for JPE, orthogonal-access schemes
achieve the single-user capacity per unit-energy when the order where
!
of growth of `n is strictly below n/ log n, and they cannot
ρṘ
1 ρ
−
.
(93)
E0 (ρ, Ṙ) ,
achieve a positive rate per unit-energy when the order of growth
N0 ρ + 1 log e
of `n is strictly above n/ log n, irrespective of the behavior of
e
kn . Intuitively, by using an orthogonal-access scheme, we treat When 0 < Ṙ ≤ 14 log
N0 , the maximum of E0 (ρ, Ṙ) over all
the random MnAC as if it were non-random. Consequently, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is achieved for ρ = 1. When 1 log e ≤ Ṙ ≤ log e , the
4 N
N0
q0
orthogonal-access schemes are optimal when all users are active
log e 1
N0 Ṙ −1 ∈ [0, 1].
with probability one. However, for general αn , non-orthogonal- maximum of E0 (ρ, Ṙ) is achieved for ρ =
So
we
have
access schemes may be necessary to achieve the capacity per
 1
Ṙ
unit-energy.


2N0 − log e ,


e

0 < Ṙ ≤ 41 log


N0
2
q
(94)
max E0 (ρ, Ṙ) = q
A PPENDIX I
0≤ρ≤1

1
Ṙ

−
,

P ROOF OF L EMMA 4
N0
log e




log e
1 log e
4 N0 ≤ Ṙ ≤ N0 .
The probability of error of the Gaussian MnAC cannot be
smaller than that of the Gaussian point-to-point channel. Indeed,
Since E = logṘM , we obtain from (92) and (94) that
suppose a genie informs the receiver about all transmitted


1 log e
− ln M log e −Ṙ
codewords except that of user i. Then the receiver can subtract
Pe,1 ≤ e Ṙ 2N0
, if 0 < Ṙ ≤
4 N0
the known codewords from the received vector, resulting in
a point-to-point Gaussian channel. Since access to additional and
q
√ 2
information does not increase the probability of error, the claim
log e
− lnṘM
Ṙ
log e
1 log e
N0 −
follows.
≤ Ṙ ≤
.
Pe,1 ≤ e
, if
4
N
N0
0
We next note that, for a Gaussian point-to-point channel,
This proves the upper bounds on the probability of error in (22)
any (n, Mn , En , )-code satisfies [20, Th. 2]
and (23).
!
r
1
2En
≥Q
+ Q−1 (1 − ) .
(90)
B. Lower bounds
Mn
N0
Solving (90) for  yields
 ≥ 1 − Q Q−1



1
Mn

r


−

2En
N0

!
.

It follows that the probability
of error tends to zero as n → ∞
q
2En
−1
only if Q (1/Mn )− N0 → −∞. Since Q−1 (1/Mn ) ≥ 0
for Mn ≥ 2, this in turn is only the case if En → ∞. This
proves Lemma 4.

To prove the lower bounds on the probability of error
presented in (22) and (23), we first argue that, for an orthogonal
codebook, the optimal probability of error is achieved by
codewords of equal energy. Then, for any given Ṙ and an
orthogonal codebook where all codewords have equal energy,
we derive the lower bound in (23), which is optimal at high
rates. We further obtain an improved lower bound on the
probability of error for low rates. Finally, the lower bound
in (22) follows by showing that a combination of the two
lower bounds yields a lower bound, too.
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1) Equal-energy codewords are optimal: We shall argue
that, for an orthogonal code with energy upper-bounded by En ,
there is no loss in optimality in assuming that all codewords
have energy En . To this end, we first note that, without loss of
generality, we can restrict ourselves to codewords of the form
p
xm = (0, . . . , Exm , . . . , 0), m = 1, . . . , M
(95)

Using that 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and that E = logṘM , this yields
"
#
2
log e 2
ln 4
s +p
.
Ṙ ≤
+
N0
E/N0
E/N0

(101)

Similarly, substituting (98)-(100) in (97) yields
Pemax ≥ e

q
− NE (1−s)2 −2(1−s) NE −ln 4
0

0

where Exm ≤ En denotes the energy of codeword xm . Indeed,


ln 4
− NE (1−s)2 + √ 2
+ E/N
any orthogonal codebook can be multiplied by an orthogonal
0
0
E/N0
.
(102)
≥e
matrix to obtain this form. Since the additive Gaussian noise Z
is zero mean and has a diagonal covariance matrix, this does For a given E, let δ be defined as
E
not change the probability of error.
!
To argue that equal-energy codewords are optimal, let us
2
ln 4
δE , 2 p
+
consider a code C for which some codewords have energy
E/N0
E/N0
strictly less than En . From C, we can construct
a new code
p
C 0 by multiplying each codeword xm by En /Exm . Clearly, and let
s
each codeword in C 0 has energy En . Let Y and Y0 denote the
N0
sE , Ṙ
− δE .
channel outputs when we transmit codewords from C and C 0 ,
log
e
0
respectively, and let Pe (C) and Pe (C ) denote the corresponding
probabilities of error. p
By multiplying each dimension of the For s = sE , the bound (101), and hence also (96), is violated,
0
channel output Y by Exm /En and adding Gaussian noise which implies that (102) must be satisfied for s = sE . By
of zero mean and variance En /Exm , we can construct a substituting s = sE in (102), we obtain
2

q
new channel output Ỹ that has the same distribution as Y.
q
δE
δE
1
Ṙ
+ 2N
−E
N0 −
log e − N0
Consequently, C 0 can achieve the same probability of error as
0
.
(103)
Pemax ≥ e
C by applying the decoding rule of C to Ỹ. It follows that
0
Pe (C ) ≤ Pe (C). We conclude that, in order to find lower
We next use (103) and expurgation to derive a lower bound
bounds on the probability of error, it suffices to consider codes on Pe,1 . Indeed, we divide the codebook C with M messages
whose codewords all have energy En .
and average probability of error Pe (C) into two codebooks
2) High-rate lower bound: We next derive lower bound C 1 and C 2 of M/2 messages each, such that C 1 contains
(23), which applies to high rates per unit-energy. To obtain the codewords with the smallest probabilities of error and C 2
this bound, we follow the analysis given in [15] (see also [16, contains the codewords with the largest probabilities of error.
Sec. 3.6.1]). To this end, we shall first derive a lower bound It then holds that each codeword in C 1 has a probability of
on the maximum probability of error
error satisfying Pem ≤ 2Pe (C). Consequently, the largest error
probability of code C 1 , denoted as Pemax (C 1 ), and the average
Pemax , max Pem
error probability of code C satisfy
m
where Pem denotes the probability of error in decoding message
m. In a second step, we derive from this bound a lower
bound on the average probability of error Pe,1 by means of
expurgation. For Pemax , it was shown that at least one of the
following two inequalities is always satisfied [16, Sec. 3.6.1]:
√ 00
0
1
1/M ≥ eµ(s)−sµ (s)−s 2µ (s)
(96)
4
√
0
1
00
Pemax ≥ eµ(s)+(1−s)µ (s)−(1−s) 2µ (s)
(97)
4
for all 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, where
E
µ(s) = − s(1 − s),
N0
E
µ0 (s) = − (1 − 2s),
N0
2E
00
µ (s) =
.
N0
By substituting these values in (96), we obtain
"
#
E
2s
ln 4
2
ln M ≤
s +p
.
+
N0
E/N0
E/N0

(98)
(99)
(100)

1
Pe (C 1 ).
2 max

Pe (C) ≥

(104)

Applying (103) for C 1 , and using that the rate per unit-energy
of C 1 satisfies Ṙ0 = log(M/2)
= Ṙ − E1 , we obtain
E
−E

q

Pemax (C 1 ) ≥ e

1
N0

2

q
δE
δE
Ṙ
1
− log
+ 2N
e−E−N
0

0

.

Together with (104), this yields
Pe,1 ≥ e

−E

q

1
N0

−

q

δE
Ṙ
1
log e − E − N0

2

δ

E − ln 2
+ 2N
E
0



. (105)

δE
0
Let δE
, E1 + N
. Then
0
s
s
Ṙ
1
δE
Ṙ
0
− −
=
− δE
log e E
N0
log e
s
Ṙ
0
=
+ O(δE
)
log e
s


Ṙ
1
=
+O √
log e
E
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0
where the last √
step follows by noting that δE
and δE are both
δE
00
of order O(1/ E). Further defining δE , 2N
− lnE2 , we may
0
write (105) as
−E

q

Pe,1 ≥ e
=e

−E

q

1
N0


q

2
00
Ṙ
√1
− log
+δE
e +O

1
N0

2
q


Ṙ
− log
+O √1
e

E

E

(106)

√
00
since O(δE
) = O(δE ) = O(1/ E). By substituting
E = logṘM , (106) yields
Pe,1 ≥ e

− lnṘM

q

√

log e
N0 −

2
Ṙ

+O



√1
E



.

(107)

√
0
We can thus find a function E 7→ βE
of order O(1/ E) for
which the lower bound in (23) holds.
3) Low-rate lower bound: We next derive a lower bound
on the probability of error that, for low rates per unit-energy,
is tighter than (107). This bound will then be used later
to derive the lower bound (22). The bound is based on
the fact that, for M codewords of energy E, the minimum
Euclidean
distance dmin between codewords is upper-bounded
p
by 2EM/(M − 1) [16, Sec. 3.7.1]. Since, for the Gaussian
channel, the maximum error probability is lower-bounded by
the largest pairwise error probability, it follows that

By using that M = 2ṘE , it follows that
"
!

!#
1
1
ln E
Pe,1 ≥ exp −E
1 + ṘE
+O
2
2N0
E
2 −1
(111)
from which we obtain that, for any rate per unit-energy Ṙ > 0,




1
ln E
Pe,1 ≥ exp −E
+O
.
(112)
2N0
E
4) Combining the high-rate and low-rate bounds: We finally
show that a combination of the lower bounds (106) and (111)
yields the lower bound in (22).
Let Pe⊥ (E, M ) denote the smallest probability of error that
can be achieved by an orthogonal codebook with M codewords
of energy E. We first note that Pe⊥ (E, M ) is monotonically
increasing in M . Indeed, without loss of optimality, we can
restrict ourselves to codewords of the form (95), all having
energy E. In this case, the probability of correctly decoding
message m is given by [18, Sec. 8.2]
⊥
Pc,m

!
= Pr



{Ym > Yi } X = xm

i6=m

Z

∞

=

Pemax

e−

√
(ym − E)2
N0

√

−∞



d
√ min
2N
s 0
!
EM
≥Q
N0 (M − 1)
EM


−
1
e 2N0 (M −1)
√ p
≥ 1−
EM/(N0 (M − 1))
2π EM/(N0 (M − 1))
(108)
≥Q

where the last inequality follows because


2
1 e−β /2
,
Q(β) ≥ 1 − 2 √
β
2πβ
p
Let βE , EM/N0 (M − 1). It follows
p
p
E/N0 ≤ βE ≤ 2E/N0 ,

[22, Prop. 19.4.2]
β > 0.
that
M ≥ 2.

(109)

∞

=
−∞

e−

√
(ym − E)2
N0

√

πN0

Pr

{Yi < ym } X = xm dym

i6=m

(1 − Q(ym ))

M −1

dym



1
) ln β −



Following similar steps of expurgation as before, we obtain
from (110) the lower bound
"
!

!#
1
1
ln E
1+ M
+O
.
Pe,1 ≥ exp −E
2N0
E
2 −1

(113)

where Yi denotes the i-th component of the received vector Y.
In the last step of (113), we have used that, conditioned on
X = xm , the events {Yi < ym }, i 6= m are independent and
Pr(Yi < ym |X = xm ) can be computed as 1 − Q(ym ). Since
⊥
⊥
Pc,m
is the same for all m, we have Pe⊥ (E, M ) = 1 − Pc,m
.
The claim then follows by observing that (113) is monotonically
decreasing in M .
Let M̃ be the largest power of 2 less than or equal to M .
It follows by the monotonicity of Pe⊥ (E, M ) in M that
(114)

We next show that, for every E1 and E2 satisfying
E = E1 + E2 , we have
Pe⊥ (E, M̃ ) ≥ Pe (E1 , M̃ , L)Pe (E2 , L + 1)

1
1 −E 2N1 (1+ M1−1
β3
E
0
E
≥√ e
e
2π


1 −E 2N1 (1+ M1−1 ) −E 32 ln(2E/N0 )−ln(E/N0 −1)
E
0
≥√ e
e
2π

1
−E 2N
(1+ M1−1 )+O( lnEE ) .
0
=e
(110)



Z

πN0

!
\

Pe⊥ (E, M ) ≥ Pe⊥ (E, M̃ ).

Applying (109) to (108) yields
Pemax

\

(115)

where Pe (E1 , M̃ , L) denotes the smallest probability of error
that can be achieved by a codebook with M̃ codewords of
energy E1 and a list decoder of list size L, and Pe (E2 , L + 1)
denotes the smallest probability of error that can be achieved
by a codebook with L + 1 codewords of energy E2 .
To prove (115), we follow along the lines of [15], which
showed the corresponding result for codebooks of a given
blocklength rather than a given energy. Specifically, it was
shown in [15, Th. 1] that, for every codebook C with M
codewords of blocklength n, and for any n1 and n2 satisfying
n = n1 + n2 , we can lower-bound the probability of error by
Pe (C) ≥ Pe (n1 , M, L)Pe (n2 , L + 1)

(116)
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where Pe (n1 , M, L) denotes the smallest probability of error
that can be achieved by a codebook with M codewords
of blocklength n1 and a list decoder of list size L, and
Pe (n2 , L + 1) denotes the smallest probability of error that
can be achieved by a codebook with L + 1 codewords of
blocklength n2 . This result follows by writing the codewords
xm of blocklength n as concatenations of the vectors
x0m = (xm,1 , xm,2 , . . . , xm,n1 )
and
x00m = (xm,n1 +1 , xm,n1 +2 , . . . , xm,n1 +n2 )
and, likewise, by writing the received vector y as the concatenation of the vectors y0 and y00 of length n1 and n2 ,
respectively. Defining ∆m as the decoding region for message
m and ∆00m (y0 ) as the decoding region for message m when
y0 was received, we can then write Pe (C) as
M
X
1 XX
Pe (C) =
p(y0 |x0m )
p(y00 |x00m )
M m=1 0
00 ¯ 00
y

(117)

y ∈ ∆m

are proportional to n1 and n2 , respectively. Thus, by emulating
the proof of (116), we can show that, for every n1 and n2
satisfying M̃ = n1 + n2 and Ei = Eni /M̃ , i = 1, 2, we have
Pe⊥ (E, M̃ ) ≥ Pe (E1 , n1 , M̃ , L)Pe (E2 , n2 , L + 1)

(118)

where Pe (E1 , n1 , M̃ , L) denotes the smallest probability of
error that can be achieved by a codebook with M̃ codewords
of energy E1 and blocklength n1 and a list decoder of list size
L, and Pe (E2 , n2 , L + 1) denotes the smallest probability of
error that can be achieved by a codebook with L+1 codewords
of energy E2 and blocklength n2 . We then obtain (115) from
(118) because
Pe (E1 , n1 , M̃ , L) ≥ Pe (E1 , M̃ , L)
and
Pe (E2 , n2 , L + 1) ≥ Pe (E2 , L + 1).
We next give a lower bound on Pe (E1 , M̃ , L). Indeed, for
list decoding of list size L, the inequalities (96) and (97) can
be replaced by [16, Lemma 3.8.1]
√ 00
0
1
L/M ≥ eµ(s)−sµ (s)−s 2µ (s)
(119)
4
√
0
1
00
Pemax ≥ eµ(s)+(1−s)µ (s)−(1−s) 2µ (s) .
(120)
4
˜ , log(M̃ /L) . From the definition
Let Ṙ , log(M/L) and Ṙ

¯ 00 denotes the complement of ∆00 . Lower-bounding
where ∆
m
m
first the inner-most sum in (117) and then the remaining terms,
one can prove (116).
A codebook with M̃ codewords of the form (95) can
1
1
E1
E1
be transmitted in M̃ time instants, since in the remaining
of
M̃
,
we
have
M̃
≤
M
≤
2
M̃
.
Consequently,
time instants all codewords are zero. We can thus assume
1
without loss of optimality that the codebook’s blocklength is
˜ ≤ Ṙ .
(121)
Ṙ1 −
≤ Ṙ
1
1
M̃ . Unfortunately, for such codewords, the above approach
E1
yields (115) only in the trivial cases where either E1 = 0 or By following the steps that led to (106), we thus obtain
E2 = 0. Indeed, E1 and E2 correspond to the energies of
Pe (E1 , M̃ , L)
the vectors x0m and x00m , respectively, and for (95) we have



s
2
0
00
xm = 0 if m > n1 and xm = 0 if m ≤ n1 , where 0 denotes
r


˜
1
Ṙ1 
1



the all-zero vector. We sidestep this problem by multiplying the
+O √
≥ exp −E1 
−

N
log
e
E
0
codewords by a normalized Hadamard matrix. The Hadamard
1
matrix, denoted by Hj , is a square matrix of size j × j with



2
s
r


entries ±1 and has the property that all rows are orthogonal.
1
Ṙ1 
1



Sylvester’s construction shows that there exists a Hadamard
= exp −E1 
+O √
−
 .
N0
log e
E1
matrix of order j if j is a power of 2. Recalling that M̃ is a
power of 2, we can thus find a normalized Hadamard matrix
(122)
1
To lower-bound Pe (E2 , L + 1), we use the monotonicity of
H̃ , p HM̃ .
L
M̃
Pe (E2 , L+1) in L and then apply (111) with Ṙ2 , log
E2 . This
Since the rows of H̃ are orthonormal, it follows that the matrix yields
H̃ is orthogonal. Further noting that the additive Gaussian
noise Z is zero mean and has a diagonal covariance matrix, we
conclude that the set of codewords {H̃xm , m = 1, . . . , M̃ }
achieve the same probability of error as the set of codewords
{xm , m = 1, . . . , M̃ }. Thus, without loss of generality, we can
restrict ourselves to codewords of the form x̃m = H̃xm , where
xm is as in
q (95). Such codewords have constant modulus, i.e.,
E
|x̃m,k | = M̃
, k = 1, . . . , M̃ . This has the advantage that the
energies of the vectors

Pe (E2 , L + 1)
≥ Pe (E2 , L)
"
≥ exp − E2

1
2N0

1+

!

1
2Ṙ2 E2
2


+O

−1

Let

.

2

s
r
1
Ṙ
1

Ξ1 (Ṙ1 ) , 
−
N0
log e

and
x̃00m = (x̃m,n1 +1 , x̃m,n1 +2 , . . . , x̃m,n1 +n2 )

 !#
(123)

x̃0m = (x̃m,1 , x̃m,2 , . . . , x̃m,n1 )
and

ln E2
E2

1
Ξ2 (Ṙ2 ) ,
2N0

1+

!

1
2Ṙ2 E2
2

.
−1
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Then, by substituting (122) and (123) in (115), and by using
(114), we obtain
Pe⊥ (E, M )
≥e





−E1 Ξ1 (Ṙ1 )+O √1

E1

e




ln E
−E2 Ξ2 (Ṙ2 )+O E 2
2

. (124)

This implies that the error exponent of Pe⊥ (E, M ) is upperbounded by a convex combination of Ξ1 (Ṙ1 ) and Ξ2 (Ṙ2 ).
Indeed, let λ , EE1 . Then, (124) can be written as
Pe⊥ (E, M ) ≥ e




−E λΞ1 (Ṙ1 )+(1−λ)Ξ2 (Ṙ2 )+O √1
E

(125)

number of ones, approximates the received symbols best in
terms of Euclidean distance. The probability of a detection
error probability P (D) can then be analyzed by following
similar steps as in the proof of [1, Th. 2].
A. Bounded `n
When `n is bounded in n, one can employ a scheme where
each user gets an exclusive channel use to convey whether it
is active or not. For such a scheme, it is easy to show that (see
the proof of Theorem 8) the probability of a detection error
P (D) is upper-bounded by

and

00

log M
log(M/L) + log L
=
E
E
log(M/L)
log L
=λ
+ (1 − λ)
E1
E2
= λṘ1 + (1 − λ)Ṙ2 .
n
o
e
√1 , Ṙ . We
Let Ṙ , logEM ≤ log
and
γ
,
min
E
4N0
E 2
conclude the proof of the lower bound in (22) by choosing
in (125)
λ = λE ,

Ṙ − γE
− γE

log e
4N0

and the rates per unit-energy Ṙ1 =
follows that

1 log e
4 N0

and Ṙ2 = γE . It

P (D) ≤ `n e−En t
for some t > 0. Clearly, when `n is bounded, we have
kn log `n = o(n). Thus, the energy En00 used for detection
is given by bcn ln `n and tends to infinity since cn → ∞ as
n → ∞. It follows that P (D) tends to zero as n → ∞.
B. Unbounded `n
Next we prove Lemma 10 for the case where `n → ∞ as
n → ∞. To this end, we closely follow the proof of [1, Th. 2],
but with the power constraint replaced by an energy constraint.
Specifically, we analyze P (D) for the user-detection scheme
given in [1], where signatures are drawn i.i.d. according to a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Note that the proof in [1]
assumes that
lim `n e−δkn = 0

Pe⊥ (E, M )

−E

≥e


−E

=e

n→∞
λE
4N0
1
2N0

+

1−λE
2N0
λ

+

− 4NE +
0

1−λE
N0 2γE (1−λE )E −2N0

1−λE
N0 2γE (1−λE )E −2N0





+O

+O





√1
E

√1
E

Ṙ
+ O √1E and that
Noting that λE = (log e)/4N
0
√
is of order O(1/ E), (126) can be written as





.

(126)

1
2γE (1−λE )E

Pe⊥ (E, M )


for all δ > 0. However, in our case this assumption is not
necessary.
To show that all signatures satisfy the energy constraint,
we follow the technique used in the proof of Lemma 11.
Similar to Lemma 11, we denote by q̃(·) the probability
density function of a zero-mean Gaussian random variable
with variance En00 /(2n00 ). We further let
00

1 log e
≥e
, 0 < Ṙ ≤
. (127)
4 N0
√
We can thus find a function E 7→ βE of order O(1/ E) for
which the lower bound in (22) holds.
−E

(128)

1
2N0

Ṙ
− log
e +O



√1
E



A PPENDIX III
P ROOF OF L EMMA 10
To prove Lemma 10, we treat the cases where `n = O(1) and
where `n = ω(1) separately. In the former case, each user is
assigned an exclusive channel use to convey whether it is active
or not. The probability of a detection error P (D) can then be
analyzed by similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 8. In the
latter case, we proceed similarly as in the proof of [1, Th. 2].
That is, we draw signatures i.i.d. at random according to a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution, followed by a truncation step
to ensure that the energy of each signature is upper-bounded
by En00 . The decoder then produces a vector of length `n with
zeros and ones, where a one in the i-th position indicates
that user i is active. To this end, it chooses the vector that,
among all zero-one vectors with not more than a predefined

q̃(u) =

n
Y

q̃(ui ),

u = (u1 , . . . , un00 )

i=1

and
q(u) =

1
1(kuk2 ≤ En00 )q̃(u)
µ

where
Z
µ=

1(kuk2 ≤ En00 ) q̃(u)du

is a normalizing constant. Clearly, any vector Si distributed
according to q(·) satisfies the energy constraint En00 with
probability one. For any index set I ⊆ {1, . . . , `n }, let the
matrices SI and S̃I denote the set of signatures for the users
in I that are distributed as
Y
SI ∼
q(Si )
i∈I

and
S̃I ∼

Y

q̃(Si )

i∈I
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respectively. As noted in the proof of Lemma 11, we have
1
(129)
q(si ) ≤ q̃(si ).
µ
To analyze the detection error probability, we first define
the `n -length vector Da as
Da , (1(W1 6= 0), . . . , 1(W`n 6= 0)).

Let Pr(E κ1 ,κ2 |Da = d) be the probability of having exactly
κ1 miss detections and κ2 false alarms given that Da = d. For
given d and d̂, let A∗ , {j : dj 6= 0} and A , {j : dˆj 6= 0}.
We further define A1 , A∗ \ A, A2 , A \ A∗ , and
X
X
TA , kYa −
Sj k2 − kYa −
Sj k2 .
∗
j∈A
j∈A
Using the analysis that led to [1, Eq. (67)], we obtain

For some c00 > 0, let
vn , kn (1 + c00 ).
Further let
B n (vn ) , {d ∈ {0, 1}`n : 1 ≤ |d| ≤ vn }
where |d| denotes the number of 1’s in d. We denote by
Sa the matrix of signatures of all users, which are generated
independently according to q(·), and we denote by Ya the first
n00 received symbols, based on which the receiver performs
user detection. The receiver outputs the length-`n vector
d̂ = arg mind∈B n (vn ) kYa − Sa dk

(130)

indicating the set of active users. By the union bound, the
probability of a detection error P (D) is upper-bounded by
P (D) ≤ Pr(|Da | > vn )
X
+
Pr(E d |Da = d)Pr(Da = d)
n
d∈B (vn )
+ Pr(E d ||Da | = 0)Pr(|Da | = 0)
(131)
where |Da | denotes the number of 1’s in Da and E d denotes
the event that there is a detection error. Next, we show that
each term on the RHS of (131) vanishes as n → ∞.
Using the Chernoff bound for the binomial distribution, we
have
a

00

Pr(|D | > vn ) ≤ exp(−kn c /3).

where
Ẽn ,En00 /2

(132)

For unbounded kn , this probability of error vanishes as n → ∞.
For bounded kn , it vanishes by first letting n → ∞ and then
letting c00 → ∞.
We continue with the term Pr(E d |Da = d). For a given
a
D = d, let κ1 and κ2 denote the number of miss detections
and false alarms, respectively, i.e.,
κ1 = |{j : dj 6= 0, dˆj = 0}|
κ2 = |{j : dj = 0, dˆj 6= 0}|
where dj and dˆj denote the j-th components of the vectors
d and d̂, respectively. An error happens only if either κ1 , or
κ2 , or both are strictly positive. The number of users that are
either active or are declared as active by the receiver satisfies
|d| + κ2 = |d̂| + κ1 , so
|d| + κ2 ≤ vn + κ1

Pr(E κ1 ,κ2 |Da = d)
 ∗  
h
i
|A |
`n
≤
ES ∗ ,Y (ES [1(TA ≤ 0)|SA∗ , Y])ρ
A
A2
κ1
κ2
 ∗    |A∗ |  ρκ2
|A |
`n
1
1
≤
κ1
κ2
µ
µ


ρ
∗
× ES̃ ∗ ,Y (ES̃ [1(TA ≤ 0)|S̃A , Y])
(134)
A
A2
where we used that
 κ2 Y
1
q(sA2 ) ≤
q̃(si )
(135)
µ
i∈A2
and
 |A∗ | Y
1
q̃(si )
(136)
q(sA∗ ) ≤
µ
∗
i∈A
which follow from (129).
For every ρ ∈ [0, 1] and λ ≥ 0, we obtain from [1, Eq. (78)]
that

 ∗  

|A |
`n
ES̃ ∗ ,Y (ES̃ [1(TA ≤ 0)|S̃A∗ , Y])ρ
κ1
κ2
A
A2
n
≤ exp[−Ẽn gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d)]
(137)

and
n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d)

(1 − ρ)n00
Ẽn
,−
log 1 + λκ2 00
n
2Ẽn

!

!
n00
Ẽn
Ẽn
+
log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 00 + λρ(1 − λρ)κ1 00
n
n
2Ẽn
 
 
|d|
κ1
ρ`n
κ2
−
H2
−
H2
.
(138)
|d|
`n
Ẽn
Ẽn
It thus follows from (134) and (137) that
Pr(E κ1 ,κ2 |Da = d)
 |A∗ |+ρκ2
1
n
≤
exp[−Ẽn gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d)].
µ

(139)

We next show that the RHS of (139)
vanishes as n → ∞.
since |d̂| is upper-bounded by vn by the decoding rule (130).
∗
|A |+ρκ2
To this end, we first show that (1/µ)
→ 1 as n → ∞
So, the pair (κ1 , κ2 ) belongs to the following set:
n
uniformly in (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ W `dn and d ∈ B n (vn ). From the
W `dn = (κ1 , κ2 ) : κ1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |d|}, κ2 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , vn },
definition of µ, we have


o
κ1 + κ2 ≥ 1, |d| + κ2 ≤ vn + κ1 .
(133)
µ = 1 − Pr kS̃1 k22 > En00 .
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00

2
Furthermore, by defining S̃0 , 2n
00 kS̃1 k2 and following the
En
steps that led to (42), we obtain that, for (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ W `dn and
d ∈ B n (vn ),
 |A∗ |+ρκ2
1
1≤
µ
 2vn
1
≤
µ

 00 −2vn
n
≤ 1 − exp − τ
(140)
2

where τ = (1 − ln 2). Here, in the second inequality we used
that |A∗ | = |d| ≤ vn and ρκ2 ≤ vn . Since kn log `n = O(n),
we have kn = o(n). This implies that, for every fixed c00 > 0,
we have vn = o(n) because in this case vn = Θ(kn ).
Furthermore, n00 = Θ(n). As noted before, for any two nonnegative sequences {an } and {bn } satisfying an → 0 and
an bn → 0 as n → ∞, it holds that (1−an )−bn → 1 as n → ∞.
It follows that the RHS of (140) tends to one as n → ∞
uniformly in (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ W `dn and d ∈ B n (vn ). Consequently,
there exists a positive constant n0 that is independent of κ1 ,
κ2 , and d and satisfies
 |A∗ |+ρκ2
1
≤ 2, (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ W `dn , d ∈ B n (vn ), n ≥ n0 .
µ
(141)

large (when kn log `n = Θ(n)). Consequently, we obtain that
2 ln vn
< γ for sufficiently large n and cn , which implies
Ẽn
that the RHS of (143) tends to zero as n → ∞. This, in
turn, demonstrates that the second term on the RHS of (131)
vanishes as n → ∞ upon averaging over d ∈ B n (vn ).
We finish the proof of Lemma 10 by analyzing the third term
1 k n
on the RHS of (131). Since Pr(|Da | = 0) = (1 − αn ) αn
,
this term is given by
Pr(E d ||Da | = 0)Pr(|Da | = 0)
kn

1
= Pr(E d ||Da | = 0) (1 − αn ) αn
and vanishes if kn is unbounded. Next, we show that this term
also vanishes when kn is bounded. When |Da | = 0, an error
occursPonly if there are false alarms. For κ2 false alarms, let
κ2
S̄ , j=1
Sj , and let Si0 denote the i-th component of S̄.
From [1, Eq. (303)], we obtain the following upper bound on
the probability that there are κ2 false alarms when |Da | = 0:
Pr(E κ2 ||d| = 0)
 ( 00
)
 
n
X
`n
1
≤
ES Pr
Zi Si0 ≥ kS̄k2 S̄ 
A2
2
κ2
i=1
 ( 00
)
 κ2  
n
X
1
`n
1
¯
¯
Pr
≤
Zi S̃i0 ≥ kS̃k2 S̃ 
E
µ
κ2 S̃A2
2
i=1

¯ Pκ2
To bound the exponential term on the RHS of (139), we where in the last inequality we used (129). Here, S̃ , j=1 S̃j
¯ By following the
need the following lemma.
and S̃i0 denotes the i-th component of S̃.
Lemma 14: Assume that kn = Ω(1) and kn log `n = O(n). analysis that led to [1, Eq. (309)], we obtain
 κ2
If c0 and c00 are sufficiently large, then there exist two positive
h
i
1
constants γ and n00 such that g n2 , 3 (κ1 , κ2 , d), i.e., (138)
Pr(E κ2 ||d| = 0) ≤
exp −Ẽn qn0 (κ2 ) − u0n (κ2 )
3 4
µ
evaluated at λ = 2/3 and ρ = 3/4, satisfies
where
!
min
min
g n2 , 3 (κ1 , κ2 , d) ≥ γ, n ≥ n00 . (142)
n
00
`n
3 4
κ
Ẽ
n
d∈B (vn ) (κ1 ,κ2 )∈W d
2
n
log 1 +
qn0 (κ2 ) ,
4n00
2Ẽn
Proof: See Appendix III-C.
Lemma 14 implies that Pr(E d |Da = d) vanishes as n → ∞ and
 
uniformly in d ∈ B n (vn ). Indeed, if d ∈ B n (vn ), then
`n
κ2
u0n (κ2 ) ,
H2
.
|d| ≤ vn , which implies that κ1 ≤ vn . Furthermore, since
`n
Ẽn
the decoder outputs a vector in B n (vn ), we also have κ2 ≤ vn .
κ
As in (141), we upper-bound (1/µ) 2 ≤ 2 uniformly in κ2
It thus follows from (139), (141), and (142) that
X
for n ≥ n0 . Furthermore, we observe that the behaviors of
Pr(E d |Da = d) =
Pr(E κ1 ,κ2 |Da = d)
qn0 (κ2 ) and u0n (κ2 ) are similar to qn (κ2 ) and vn (κ2 ) given
`n
(κ1 ,κ2 )∈Wd
later in (167) and in (169), respectively. So by following the
2
steps in Appendix III-C2, we can thus show that
≤ 2vn exp[−Ẽn γ]



2 ln vn
lim inf min qn0 (κ2 ) > 0
= 2 exp −Ẽn γ −
(143)
n→∞ 1≤κ2 ≤vn
Ẽn
and
for d ∈ B n (vn ) and n ≥ max(n0 , n00 ). By the definition of
u0n (κ2 )
vn and Ẽn ,
lim sup min
< 1.
0
n→∞ 1≤κ2 ≤vn qn (κ2 )
00
2 ln vn
4 ln(1 + c )
4 ln kn
=
+
.
(144) It follows that there exist positive constants τ 0 and ñ0 such
bcn ln `n
bcn ln `n
Ẽn
that
The first term on the RHS of (144) vanishes as n → ∞ since
vn
X
`n is unbounded. The second term on the RHS of (144) is
Pr(E d ||d| = 0) =
Pr(E κ2 ||d| = 0)
upper-bounded by 4/(bcn ) since ln kn ≤ ln `n . This vanishes
κ2 =1
h
i
as cn → ∞ (which is the case when kn log `n = o(n)), or it
≤ 2vn exp −Ẽn τ 0
(145)
0
can be made arbitrarily small by choosing cn = c sufficiently
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for n ≥ max(n0 , ñ0 ). We have already shown that
vn2 exp[−Ẽn τ 0 ] vanishes as n → ∞ (cf. (143)–(144)), which
implies that the same is true for 2vn exp[−Ẽn τ 0 ]. It thus
follows that P (E d ||d| = 0) tends to zero as n → ∞. This was
the last step required to prove Lemma 10.

by (150) and because bnλ,ρ (0) = 0. Consequently,
min
n

≥

lim inf

We first note that
min

n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d)

min

min

min

min
n

min

n
gλ,ρ
(0, κ2 , d),

min

n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d)

)
min
n

d∈B (vn ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn
1≤κ2 ≤vn

so that

.

anλ,ρ (κ1 , d)

Then, we show that, for λ = 2/3 and ρ = 3/4,
n
min
min gλ,ρ
(κ1 , 0, d) > 0
n→∞ d∈B n (v ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn
n
n
lim inf min
min gλ,ρ
(0, κ2 , d) > 0
n→∞ d∈B n (v ) 1≤κ2 ≤vn
n
n
lim inf min
(κ1 , κ2 , d) > 0
min gλ,ρ
n→∞ d∈B n (vn ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn

lim inf

(146)
(147)
(148)

1≤κ2 ≤vn

from which Lemma 14 follows.
In order to prove (146)–(148), we first lower-bound
n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d) by using that, for 0 ≤ λρ ≤ 1, we have


2 log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 Ẽn /n00 + λρ(1 − λρ)κ1 Ẽn /n00


≥ log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 Ẽn /n00


+ log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)κ1 Ẽn /n00 .
(149)
Applying (149) in the second term on the RHS of (138), we
obtain that
n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d) ≥ anλ,ρ (κ1 , d) + bnλ,ρ (κ2 )

(150)

where


n00
log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)κ1 Ẽn /n00
4Ẽn
 
|d|
κ1
−
H2
|d|
Ẽn

and


n00
log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 Ẽn /n00
4Ẽn
 
κ2
(1 − ρ)
ρ`n
00
−
log(1 + λκ2 Ẽn /n ) −
H2
.
`n
2Ẽn
Ẽn

n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , 0, d) ≥ anλ,ρ (κ1 , d) + bnλ,ρ (0)

≥

jn (κ1 , d)
= in (κ1 ) 1 −
in (κ1 )

Ẽn
n00
log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ) 00
in (κ1 ) ≥
n
4Ẽn


.

(153)

!
, 1 ≤ κ1 ≤ vn
(154)

and
jn (κ1 , d)
in (κ1 )
4|d|H2



=

κ1
|d|





n
n00 log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)κ1 Ẽ
n00
 



κ1
4κ1 log |d|
+
4|d|
−
1
log
1−
κ1
|d|


=
n
n00 log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)κ1 Ẽ
00
n

κ1
|d|


. (155)

Next, we upper-bound (κ1 /|d| − 1) log(1 − κ1 /|d|). To this
end, we note that the function f (p) = p − (p − 1) ln(1 − p),
0 ≤ p ≤ 1 satisfies f (0) = 0 and is monotonically increasing
in p. It follows that (p − 1) ln(1 − p) ≤ p, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, which
for p = κ1 /|d| gives




κ1
κ1
κ1
− 1 log 1 −
≤ log e .
(156)
|d|
|d|
|d|
Using (156) in (155), we obtain that
jn (κ1 , d)
4 log(|d|/κ1 ) + 4 log e


≤
in (κ1 )
n00 log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)κ1 Ẽn /n00 /κ1
4 log(|d|/κ1 ) + 4 log e

≤
n00
≤




log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 /vn

vn (4 log(vn ) + 4 log e)


n00 log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)vn Ẽn /n00
4 log vn + 4 log e

=
(151)



Note that

1) Proof of (146): We have
anλ,ρ (κ1 , d)

(152)



n00
log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)κ1 Ẽn /n00
4Ẽn  
|d|
κ1
jn (κ1 , d) ,
H2
|d|
Ẽn

min
n

d∈B (vn ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn

anλ,ρ (κ1 , d) > 0.

in (κ1 ) ,

n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , 0, d),

d∈B (vn ) 1≤κ2 ≤vn

bnλ,ρ (κ2 ) ,

anλ,ρ (κ1 , d)

To this end, let

(

anλ,ρ (κ1 , d) ,

min

d∈B (vn ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn

n→∞ d∈B n (vn ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn

d∈B (vn ) (κ1 ,κ2 )∈W `dn

= min

min
n

n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , 0, d)

and (146) follows by showing that

C. Proof of Lemma 14

min
n

min

d∈B (vn ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn

Ẽn

log(1+λρ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )

(157)
(158)

vn Ẽn /n00
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where we have used that log(1+x)
is monotonically decreasing
x
in x > 0 and that |d| ≤ vn and 1 ≤ κ1 ≤ vn . Combining (153),
(154), and (158), anλ,ρ (κ1 , d) can thus be lower-bounded by


n00
log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
anλ,ρ (κ1 , d) ≥
 4Ẽn


× 1 −

4 log vn + 4 log e
Ẽn

log(1+λρ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )


 . (159)

vn Ẽn /n00

Note that the RHS of (159) is independent of κ1 and d. To
show (152), we consider the following two cases:
Case 1—kn log `n = o(n): Recall that if kn log `n = o(n),
then Ẽn = bcn ln `n /2. It follows that the term
vn Ẽn
(1 + c00 ) kn ln `n
=
cn
00
n
2
n

`n
= Θ(1). Consequently, for
and, by assumption, kn ln
n
00
sufficiently large n, vn Ẽn /n is monotonically increasing in c0
and ranges from zero to infinity. Combining (164) with (162)
implies that the expression inside the large parentheses on the
RHS of (163) is bounded away from zero for n ≥ ñ000 .
We next consider the remaining term on the RHS of (163).
To this end, we note that, if kn is unbounded, then the
assumption kn log `n = Θ(n) implies that ln `n = o(n). It
follows that Ẽn /n00 = c0 ln2n`n → 0 as n → ∞. If kn is
bounded, then ln `n = Θ(n), so Ẽn /n00 is bounded. In both
00
cases, 4nẼ log(1 + λρ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00 ) is bounded away from
n
zero for sufficiently large n.
Applying the above lines of argument to (163), we obtain
that

(160)

lim inf

min

min

n→∞ d∈B n (v ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn
n

kn ln `n
n
tends to zero as n → ∞ since cn = ln kn ln
is
`n and
n
of order o(1) by assumption. Using that vn = Θ(kn ) = Ω(1),
we further have that, for this choice of Ẽn , Ẽn /n00 → 0,
vn
Ẽn → ∞, and log
→ 0 as n → ∞. It follows that
Ẽ

anλ,ρ (κ1 , d) > 0

(165)



n

lim inf

min

min

n→∞ d∈B n (v ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn
n

00

≥ lim

n→∞

anλ,ρ (κ1 , d)

n
log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
4Ẽ
n


× lim 1 −
n→∞

Ẽn

which concludes the analysis of the second case.
The claim (146) follows now by combining the above two
cases, i.e., (161) and (165).
2) Proof of (147): Since anλ,ρ (0, d) = 0, we have that
bnλ,ρ (κ2 ).

Thus, (147) follows by showing that

vn Ẽn /n00

(log e) λρ(1 − λρ)
=
(161)
4
which for λ = 2/3 and ρ = 3/4 is equal to (log e)/16.
Case 2—kn log `n = Θ(n): To analyze this case,
we first note that, by the definition of vn , and
because log kn ≤ log `n , the numerator in (157)
satisfies
vn (4 log(vn ) + 4 log e) = O(kn log `n ).
Since
kn log `n = Θ(n) and n00 = Θ(n), this further implies that
there exist a2 > 0 and ñ00 > 0 such that
vn (4 log(vn ) + 4 log e)
≤ a2 , n ≥ ñ00 .
(162)
n00
We next note that (159) can be written as


n00
anλ,ρ (κ1 , d) ≥
log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
4Ẽn


v
(4
log(v
)
+
4
log
e)
n
n

  . (163)
× 1 −
n00 log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)vn Ẽn /n00
The RHS of (163) is independent of κ1 and d. We next show
that it is bounded away from zero.
Recall that, if kn log `n = Θ(n), then Ẽn = bc0 ln `n /2. We
then choose c0 sufficiently large such that, for some ñ000 ≥ ñ00 ,


log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 > a2 , n ≥ ñ000 . (164)

vn Ẽn
1 + c00 0 kn ln `n
=
c
n00
2
n

min

1≤κ2 ≤vn



4 log vn + 4 log e


log(1+λρ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )

Such a choice is possible since we have

n
gλ,ρ
(0, κ2 , d) ≥

min

min
n

d∈B (vn ) 1≤κ2 ≤vn



lim inf

min

n→∞ 1≤κ2 ≤vn

bnλ,ρ (κ2 ) > 0.

(166)

To prove (166), we define


n00
log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 Ẽn /n00
qn (κ2 ) ,
4Ẽn
(1 − ρ)
rn (κ2 ) ,
log(1 + λκ2 Ẽn /n00 )
2Ẽn  
ρ`n
κ2
un (κ2 ) ,
H2
`n
Ẽn

(167)
(168)
(169)

so that
bnλ,ρ (κ1 )



rn (κ2 ) un (κ2 )
−
= qn (κ2 ) 1 −
qn (κ2 )
qn (κ2 )


.

(170)

Note that
Ẽn
n00
log 1 + λ(1 − λρ) 00
qn (κ2 ) ≥
n
4Ẽn

!
, 1 ≤ κ2 ≤ vn .
(171)

Furthermore,
rn (κ2 )
=
qn (κ2 )
≤

=

(1−ρ)
2Ẽn



n00
log
4Ẽn
(1−ρ)
2Ẽn
n00
4Ẽn

log(1 + λκ2 Ẽn /n00 )

1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 Ẽn /n00



log(1 + λvn Ẽn /n00 )


log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00

(1−ρ)vn log(1+λvn Ẽn /n00 )
2n00
Ẽn vn /n00
log(1+λ(1−λρ)Ẽn /n00 )

,

1 ≤ κ2 ≤ vn . (172)

4Ẽn /n00
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Case 1—kn log `n = o(n): Recall that, in this case,
Ẽn = bcn ln `n /2 and cn → ∞ as n → ∞. This implies
`n
→ 0, and vn Ẽn /n00 → 0 as n → ∞. It
that Ẽn → ∞, log
Ẽn
follows that the RHS of (174) vanishes as n → ∞, so (178)
becomes

Finally,
un (κ2 )
qn (κ2 )
=

4ρ`n H2 (κ2 /`n )


n00 log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 Ẽn /n00

=

4ρ [κ2 log(`n /κ2 ) + `n (κ2 /`n − 1) log(1 − κ2 /`n )]


n00 log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 Ẽn /n00

≤

4ρ [κ2 log(`n /κ2 ) + κ2 log e]


n00 log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)κ2 Ẽn /n00

≤

4ρvn [log `n + log e]


n00 log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)vn Ẽn /n00

=
Ẽn

4ρ [log `n + log e]
,
log(1+λ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )

(173)

1 ≤ κ2 ≤ vn

(174)

vn Ẽn /n00

where the first inequality follows from (156). Combining (171)–
(174) with (170) yields the lower bound
bnλ,ρ (κ2 ) ≥



n00
log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
4Ẽn 

vn Ẽn



×
1 −

(1−ρ)vn log 1+λ n00
vn Ẽn
2n00
n00


n
log 1+λ(1−λρ) Ẽ
n00
n
4 Ẽ
n00



4ρ [log `n + log e]

−

Ẽn

log



n
1+λ(1−λρ) vnnẼ
00
vn Ẽn
n00







(175)
which is independent of κ2 and d.
To prove (166), we first note that, since kn = Ω(1), we have
vn ≥ 1−λρ for c00 sufficiently large. Thus, by the monotonicity
of x 7→ log(1+x)
,
x
log(1+λvn Ẽn /n00 )
Ẽn vn /n00
log(1+λ(1−λρ)Ẽn /n00 )

≤

1
,
1 − λρ

vn ≥ 1 − λρ.

(176)

Ẽn /n00

Furthermore, the term
2(1 − ρ)kn (1 + c00 )
2(1 − ρ)vn
=
00
n
bn

(177)

vanishes as n → ∞ since kn = o(n) by the lemma’s
assumption that kn log `n = O(n). Consequently, the RHS
of (172) tends to zero as n → ∞, hence
bnλ,ρ (κ2 )


n
≥ lim
log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
n→∞ 4Ẽ
n


lim inf

bnλ,ρ (κ2 )


n
log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
≥ lim
n→∞ 4Ẽ
n
(log e) λ(1 − λρ)
=
4

lim inf


× 1 − lim sup
n→∞

4ρ [log `n + log e]
Ẽn

log(1+λ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )

4ρvn [log `n + log e]
≤ a3 ,
n00

n ≥ ñ000
0 .

By the same arguments that yield (164), we can show that c0
can be chosen sufficiently large so that, for some n̄0 ≥ ñ000
0 ,


log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 > a3 , n ≥ n̄0 .
For such a c0 , the RHS of (173) is strictly less than one. Consequently, the expression inside the large parentheses on the RHS
of (178) is bounded away from zero for n ≥ n̄0 . Furthermore,
as noted in the proof of (146), when kn log `n = Θ(n), the
00
expression 4nẼ log(1 + λρ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00 ) is bounded away
n
from zero for sufficiently large n. It follows that
lim inf

min

n→∞ 1≤κ2 ≤vn

bnλ,ρ (κ2 ) > 0

(180)

which concludes the analysis of the second case.
The claim (147) follows now by combining the above two
cases, i.e., (179) and (180).
3) Proof of (148): We use (150), (159), and (175) to lowerbound
n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d)


n00
≥
log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
4Ẽ
n

4 log vn + 4 log e


× 1 −
00

+

n
4Ẽ
n

log(1+λρ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )

Ẽn
vn Ẽn /n00


log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00



 . (178)


× 1 −





(1−ρ)vn log(1+λvn Ẽn /n00 )
2n00
Ẽn vn /n00
log(1+λ(1−λρ)Ẽn /n00 )
4Ẽn /n00

vn Ẽn /n00

To show that the RHS of (178) is positive, we consider the
following two cases:

(179)

which for λ = 2/3 and ρ = 3/4 is equal to (log e)/12. Here,
the last step follows by noting that vn Ẽn /n00 → 0 implies that
Ẽn /n00 → 0 since vn = Ω(1).
Case 2—kn log `n = Θ(n): We first note that, in this case,
4ρvn [log `n + log e] = Θ(n). Thus, there exist two positive
constants a3 and ñ000
0 such that

min

n→∞ 1≤κ2 ≤vn
00

min

n→∞ 1≤κ2 ≤vn
00


4ρ [log `n + log e]

−
Ẽn

log(1+λ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )




vn Ẽn /n00
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which is independent of κ1 , κ2 , and d. Consequently,
lim inf

min

min

n→∞ d∈B n (v ) 1≤κ1 ≤vn
n
1≤κ2 ≤vn

n
gλ,ρ
(κ1 , κ2 , d) ≥ a + b

where
(
a , lim inf
n→∞



n00
log 1 + λρ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
4Ẽn
×

1−
Ẽn

4 log vn + 4 log e
log(1+λρ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )

!)

vn Ẽn /n00

and

where Pe (w) denotes the probability of error in decoding the
set of messages w = (w1 , . . . , w`n ). It follows that
X
Pe(n) =
Pr(W = w)Pe (w)
w∈W

t
`n X
X
αn
1
=
(1 − αn )`n −t
|T t |
Pe (w)
Mn
|T t |
t=0 w∈T t
`n
X
1 X
Pe (w)
=
Pr(T t )
|T t |
t=0
w∈T t
`n
X
=
Pr(T t )Pe (T t )
t=0

(
b , lim inf
n→∞

00

n
log 1 + λ(1 − λρ)Ẽn /n00
4Ẽn
×



1−



≥

4Ẽn /n00

Ẽn

(183)

where we have used the definitions of Pr(T t ) and Pe (T t ) in
(181) and (182), respectively. To prove Lemma 12, we next
show that

log(1+λ(1−λρ)Ẽn /n00 )

−

Pr(T t )Pe (T t )

t=1

(1−ρ)vn log(1+λvn Ẽn /n00 )
2n00
Ẽn vn /n00

4ρ [log `n + log e]
log(1+λ(1−λρ)vn Ẽn /n00 )

`n
X

!)
.

Pe (T t ) ≥ 1 −

256En /N0 + log 2
,
log `n

t = 1, . . . , `n . (184)

vn Ẽn /n00

To this end, we partition each T t , t = 1, . . . , `n into Dt sets
t
It was shown in the proof of (146) that a > 0, and in the proof S d . For every t = 1, . . . , `n , we then show that this partition
satisfies
of (147) that b > 0. The claim (148) thus follows.
Since (146)–(148) prove Lemma 14, this concludes the proof.
256En /N0 + log 2
1 X
Pe (w) ≥ 1 −
.
(185)
t
log `n
|S d |
t
w∈S d
A PPENDIX IV
This yields (184) since
P ROOF OF L EMMA 12
Dt
X
|S td | 1 X
Let W denote the set of the (Mn + 1)`n messages of all
Pe (w).
(186)
Pe (T t ) =
|T t | |S td |
users. To prove Lemma 12, we represent each w ∈ W using a
t
d=1
w∈S d
length-`n vector such that the i-th position of the vector is set to
j if user i has message j. The Hamming distance dH between
Before we continue by defining the sets Sdt , we note that
0
0
0
two messages w = (w1 , . . . , w`n ) and w = (w1 , . . . , w`n ) is
Mn ≥ 2
(187)
defined as the number of positions at which w differs from
0
0
0
w , i.e., dH (w, w ) , |{i : wi 6= wi }|.
since Mn = 1 would contradict the lemma’s first assumption
We first group the set W into `n +1 subgroups. Two messages
that Ṙ > 0. We further have that
w, w0 ∈ W belong to the same subgroup if they have the same
number of zeros. Note that all the messages in a subgroup
`n ≥ 5
(188)
have the same probability, since the probability of a message
by the lemma’s second assumption.
w is determined by the number of zeros in it.
We next define a partition of T t , t = 1, . . . , `n that satisfies
Let T t denote the set of messages w ∈ W with t non-zero
the
following:
entries, where t = 0, . . . , `n . Further let
|S td | ≥ `n + 1,

Pr(T t ) , Pr(W ∈ T t )

(189)

w, w0 ∈ S td .

(190)

and

which can be evaluated as
`n −t

Pr(T t ) = (1 − αn )



αn
Mn

dH (w, w0 ) ≤ 8,

t
|T t |.

(181)

We define
Pe (T t ) ,

d = 1, . . . , Dt

1 X
Pe (w)
|T t |
w∈T t

(182)

To this end, we consider the following four cases:
Case 1—t = 1: For t = 1, we do not partition the set,
i.e., S 11 = T 1 . Thus, we have |S 11 | = `n Mn . From (187)
and (188), it follows that |S 11 | ≥ `n +1. Since any two messages
w, w0 ∈ T 1 have only one non-zero entry, we further have that
dH (w, w0 ) ≤ 2. Consequently, (189) and (190) are satisfied.
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Case 2—t = 2, . . . , `n −2: In this case, we obtain a partition
by finding a code C t in T t that has minimum Hamming distance
5, and for every w ∈ T t , there exists at least one codeword
in C t which is at most at Hamming distance 4 from it. Such a
code exists because, if for some w ∈ T t all codewords were
at Hamming distance 5 or more, then we could add w to C t
without affecting its minimum distance. Thus, for all w ∈
/ Ct,
there exists at least one index j such that dH (w, ct (j)) ≤ 4,
where ct (1), . . . , ct (|C t |) denote the codewords of C t . With
this code Ct , we partition T t into the sets Sdt , d = 1, . . . , Dt
with Dt = |C t | using the following procedure:
1) For a given d = 1, . . . , Dt , we assign ct (d) to S td as
well as all w ∈ T t that satisfy dH (w, ct (d)) ≤ 2. These
assignments are unique since the code C t has minimum
Hamming distance 5.
2) We then consider all w ∈ T t for which there is no
codeword ct (1), . . . , ct (|C t |) satisfying dH (w, ct (d)) ≤ 2
and assign them to the set S td with index
d = min{j = 1, . . . , Dt : dH (w, ct (j)) ≤ 4}.
Like this, we obtain a partition of T t . Since any two w, w0 ∈
S td are at most at a Hamming distance 4 from the codeword
ct (d), we have that dH (w, w0 ) ≤ 8. Consequently, (190) is
satisfied.
To show that (189) is satisfied, too, we use the following
fact:
For two natural numbers a and b,
if a ≥ 4 and 2 ≤ b ≤ a − 2, then b(a − b) ≥ a.

(191)

This fact follows since b(a − b) is increasing in b from b = 2 to
b = ba/2c and is decreasing in b from b = ba/2c to b = a − 2.
So b(a − b) is minimized at b = 2 and b = a − 2, where it has
the value 2a − 4. For a ≥ 4, this value is greater than or equal
to a, hence the claim follows.
Applying (191) with a = `n and b = t, we obtain that, if
|S td | ≥ 1 + t(`n − t), then |S td | ≥ 1 + `n . It thus remains to
show that |S td | ≥ 1 + t(`n − t). To this end, for every codeword
ct (d), consider all sequences in T t that differ exactly in one
non-zero position and in one zero position from ct (d). There
are t(`n − t)Mn such sequences in T t which, by (187), can
be lower-bounded as
t(`n − t)Mn ≥ t(`n − t).

(192)

Since the codeword ct (d) also belongs to Sdt , it follows that
|S td | ≥ `n + 1.
Consequently, (189) is satisfied.
Case 3—t = `n −1: We obtain a partition by defining a code
C t in T `n −1 that has the same properties as the code used for
Case 2. We then use the same procedure as in Case 2 to assign
messages in w ∈ T `n −1 to the sets S td , d = 1, . . . , Dt . This
gives a partition of T `n −1 where any two w, w0 ∈ S td satisfy
dH (w, w0 ) ≤ 8. Consequently, this partition satisfies (190).
We next show that this partition also satisfies (189). To this
end, for every codeword ct (d), consider all the sequences that
differ exactly in two non-zero positions from ct (d). There are

`n −1
2

(Mn − 1)2 such sequences in T `n −1 . Since S td also
contains the codeword ct (d), we obtain that



`n − 1
(Mn − 1)2
2


`n − 1
≥1+
2
≥ 1 + `n

|S td | ≥ 1 +



by (187) and (188).
Case 4—t = `n : We obtain a partition by defining a code
Ct in T `n that has the same properties as the code used in
Case 2. We then use the same procedure as in Case 2 to
assign messages in w ∈ T t to the sets Sdt , d = 1, . . . , Dt .
This gives a partition of T t where any two w, w0 ∈ Sdt satisfy
dH (w, w0 ) ≤ 8. Consequently, this partition satisfies (190).
We next show that this partition also satisfies (189). To this
end, for every codeword ct (d), consider all sequences that are
at Hamming distance 1 from ct (d). There are `n (Mn −1) such
sequences. Since S td also contains ct (d), we have
|S td | ≥ 1 + `n (Mn − 1)
≥ 1 + `n
by (187).
Having obtained a partition of T t that satisfies (189)
and (190), we next derive the lower bound (185). To this
end, we use a stronger form of Fano’s inequality sometimes
known as Birgé’s inequality.
Lemma 15 (Birgé’s inequality [23]): Let (Y, B) be a measurable space with a σ-field, and let P1 , . . . , PN be probability
measures on B, where N ≥ 2. Consider an estimator δ of the
measures defined on Y, and denote by Ai the event that the
estimator’s guess δ(Y ) is Pi . Then
N
1 X
Pi (Ai ) ≤
N i=1

1
N2

P

i,j

D(Pi kPj ) + log 2

log(N − 1)

.

Proof: See [24] and references therein.
To apply Lemma 15 to the problem at hand, we set N = |S td |
and Pj = PY|X (·|x(j)), where x(j) denotes the set of
codewords transmitted to convey the set of messages j ∈ S td .
We further define Aj as the subset of Y n for which the
decoder declares the set of messages j ∈ S td . Then, the
probability of error in decoding P
messages j ∈ S td is given
1
t P (Aj ) denotes the
by Pe (j) = 1 − Pj (Aj ), and t
j∈S d j
|S d |
average probability of correctly decoding a set of messages in
S td .
For
two
multivariate
Gaussian
distributions
Z1 ∼ N (µ1 , N20 I) and Z2 ∼ N (µ2 , N20 I) (where I denotes
the identity matrix), the relative entropy D(Z1 kZ2 ) is given
2
2 ||
by ||µ1 −µ
. We next note that Pw = N (x(w), N20 I)
N0
and Pw0 = N (x(w0 ), N20 I), where x(j) denotes the sum
of codewords contained in x(j). By construction, any two
messages w, w0 ∈ S td are at a Hamming distance of at most
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8. Without loss of generality, let us assume that wj = wj0 for
j = 9, . . . , `n . Then
`n
X
j=1

xj (wj ) −

`n
X

2

xj (wj0 )

=

i=1

8
X

2

xj (wj ) −

xj (wj0 )

i=1

≤

8
X

2

|xj (wj ) −

xj (wj0 )|

j=1

p
≤ (8 × 2 En )2
= 256En
where we have used the triangle inequality and that the energy
of a codeword for any user is upper-bounded by En . Thus,
D(Pw kPw0 ) ≤ 256En /N0 .
It follows from Lemma 15 that
256En /N0 + log 2
1 X
Pe (w) ≥ 1 −
t
|S d |
log(|S td | − 1)
t
w∈S d
256En /N0 + log 2
≥1−
(193)
log `n
where the last step holds because |S td | − 1 ≥ `n . This
proves (185) and hence also (184).
Combining (184) and (183), we obtain

 `n
256En /N0 + log 2 X
(n)
Pe ≥ 1 −
Pr(T i )
log `n
i=1


256En /N0 + log 2
= 1−
(1 − Pr(T 0 )).
log `n
1 k n
The probability Pr(T0 ) = (1 − αn ) αn
is upper-bounded
by e−kn so, by the lemma’s assumption kn = Ω(1),
lim sup Pr(T0 ) < 1.
n→∞
(n)

Consequently, Pe

may tend to zero as n → ∞ only if
En = Ω (log `n ) .

This proves Lemma 12.
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